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INTRODUCTION

Yoga is supposed to be in vogue since very ancient times. Scholars claim
its roots in Rigveda. Yoga is cosmic phenomenon also and is thus as old as
cosmos itself. It suffered serious set back during the turbulent medieval period
due to incessant waves after waves of invasions and consequent unstable
situations. It was almost forgotten except by a few individual practitioners. In
previous twentieth century some ardent and dedicated yoga teachers revived it as
if with a bang and propagated far and wide not only in India but in United States,
Europe and other places. Its popularity gained momentum and grew rapidly and
phenomenally. The number of yoga teachers and their centres increased
exponentially and mushroomed in India as well as in foreign countries. Several
yoga teachers made forays all over and established their centres. People flock to
these centres, learn and practise yoga. Popularity is increasing mainly because of
health concerns. The growing pollution of air, water and soil and its product-
polluted food has increased the incidence of various diseases and the treatment is
getting more and more costly and unaffordable by majority of people. Yoga and
its practices postures (Asnas), breathing exercises promise and claim cheaper and
lasting cures. Some yoga teachers and centres are genuine but majority of them
have only commercial considerations and entice gullible people by fake and
manipulated claims and concocted success stories. They do not even follow the
sequence of successive sequential eight steps, prescribed by Patanjali -Yam,
Niyam, Asana, Pranayam, Pratyahar, Dharna, Dhyan, Samadhi even though
declaring to be his followers. The first two steps prescribed by Patanjali, the
Yama and the Niyama constitute the foundation on which the subsequent steps
are to be built and developed. These foundation steps are generally ignored by
most of yoga teachers and they generally jump directly to any of the third, fourth
and even sixth, seventh step, thus building the edifice of Yoga practices without
foundation, resulting in the edifice crumbling down eventually.

The main recognized streams or schools of yoga are Vedic, Buddhist and
Jain, all the three with more commonalities than differences. Each have reasoned
and evaluated cardinal principles, tenets and standardised procedures and step-
by-step practices. Presently the streams or schools of yoga have proliferated and
there are as many forms, models and practices as the number of yoga teachers
and their centres, each with its own model. Unfortunately with passage of time
the fundamentals got diluted and standards relaxed, distorted and substituted by
new practices of which some are mere fantasies, occult and superstitious. Yoga,
which is inherently based on real manifested phenomena within realm of human
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experience, has been shifted to unreal, non-existent and imaginary noumena.
Unscrupulous distortions fantasies and weird occultism are replacing the
fundamental tenets, principles and practices.

There is dire necessity to restore the pristine form of yoga, examine and
evaluate the new additions and modifications on the basis of scientific scrutiny.
Yoga is a vast and varied subject with myriad ramifications. There is enormous
voluminous literature both old and new. Yoga is essential, innate and intrinsic in
life, permeating its entire web in each weft and warp, every activity, every
moment. Here an effort has been made to sift from the conglomerate of
distortions, manipulations and concoctions, the real gems embodying and
emanating the essence and substance of yoga on the basis of the study of some
widely recognised canonical works of eminent yoga teachers of past and present.
Readers only can judge as to how successful the effort is.
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ORIGIN OF YOGA

The word ‘Yoga’ is from the root ‘yuj’ which means union. Union is a
cosmic phenomenon as every constituent of the universe, every living organism
from microbe to elephant and every atom is interlinked, interrelated and
interdependent with each other. In cosmic chronology yoga is contemporary with
cosmos, without beginning and end. The whole universe, evolving and changing,
real and existing in myriad manifestations, defying all conjectures, fantasies,
sermons and extortions by some major philosophies, rejecting it as “Maya”,
“Mirage” and “Unieal”, is all because of Yoga – the union.

There is yoga (union) in an atom of subatomic quarks, gluons, neutrons,
protons, electrons. Atoms unite to form molecules, organic and inorganic. Union
of organic molecules form variety of life forms. Inorganic molecules unite to
form objects big and small, minute particles to mountains, continents, planets
and galaxies. Sun’s rays unite with waters of the sea, lakes, rivers etc. vaporising
and uniting with particles forming clouds producing rains which in turn unites
with earth facilitating plant life. The rain water ultimately goes back and unites
with the sea. Male and female of life-forms unite to produce their off-springs.
There are numerous other manifestations of union. The planets, stars and
galaxies are all in unison to keep their positions and trajectories for mutual safe
guards. It is all yoga (union) everywhere, every moment in every act, everything,
every manifestation all over, all the time.

“;qft’k;ksxs”

- “Union with all attendant means and objects is yoga”.

According to yoga scholars yoga is of indic origin. In vedic stream it
emanates from Rigveda. There is mention of yoga in Yajureveda in chapter 11
and hymns 1 to 5.

“;qtrs eu·mr ;qtrs f?k;ks foçk foçL; c`grks fofof’pr%A”

Atharvoaveda (19.8.2) also contains specific details about breath (Pran)
and its variations “Apana”, “Vyana” and “Udana”. In Yagvalkya Smriti,
Mahabharat and Ahir-bundhaya Samhita “ Hiranyagarbha” the “Braham” is
attributed as initiator of yoga :
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“fgj.;xeksZ ;ksxL; oDrk ukU; iqjkru%A”

In Jain stream of yoga Rishabhdeo or Adinath the first of 24 thirthankaras
is “Hiranyagarbha” and initiator of yoga :

“fgj.;xeksZ Hkxoku o`"kHkso`"ke/ot%A”

According to Gita Krishna told yoga to Sun who told it to his son
Vaivasta Manu and Manu told to his son Ikshavaku. This chain continued for
long but became extinct for a long time. Krishna told Arjuna that he was telling
the mysteries of yoga to him :

“bea fooLors ;ksxa çksDrokugeO;;e~A
fooLokUeuos çkg euqfj{okdos·czohr~AA4@1AA
,oa ijEijkçkIrfea; jkt"kZ;ks fonq%A
l dkysusg egrk ;ksxks u"V% ijUr;AA4@2AA
l ,ok;a e;k rs·?k ;ksx% çksDr% iqjkru%A
HkDrks·fl esa l[kk psfr jgL;a gksrnqRee~AA4@3AA”

In Sankhya it is sage Kapil who initiated yoga around 600 B.C. Yoga and
its practices may have been mentioned in various scriptures but the credit to
collect, analyse, systematise and codify the scattered information must go to
Patanjali who around 200 B.C. condensed the relevant information in 196 sutras
or aphorisms. The eight sequential steps of yoga prescribed by him have by and
large been adopted by subsequent. Yoga teachers in almost all streams with some
modifications. Patanjali’s first step ‘Yama’ comprises five vows which are an
integral part of Jaina code of conduct. Patanjali, though a Vedic Rishi adopted
this Jaina tenet. He must have collected all that was available from all sources
outside vedic stream without any bias.

The yoga practices were established in Egypt by Indian monks around 3 rd

– 4th century A.D. and in China during 525 A.D. and from there later in Japan.
The Japanese word “Zen” is derived from Sanskrit word “Dhyanam”. In
Christian tradition it was established by saint Antony and Francis but for fear
that it would become religious tradition, it remained secretly hidden with a few
wise saints. In recent years during a last few decades yoga has spread world wide
without any bias of caste, creed and religion. This growing popularity of yoga is
also because of the efforts of Indian Yoga teachers.
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SCRIPTURAL CONNOTATIONS OF YOGA

Most of the canonical scriptures have defined yoga as organising every
activity of mind, speech and body in a coordinated, cautious and skillful manner,
so that neither self nor others are harmed or annoyed. There should be
synchronization of mind and body. Most of the problems arise when mind is not
concentrated on the work being performed. For example if mind is wavering
somewhere else in office or home affairs while driving, there will be accidents.
Similarly while cooking, food will be spoiled or one may suffer burn injury.
While walking one may slip and get injured. While talking unmindfully one may
speak irrelevant and harsh which may result in conflicts. The lack of awareness
in various acts will be harmful to self and others. Acarya Mahapragya has even
quantified efficiency in work reduced to as much as 25% on account of lack of
awareness. This in common parlance and literally also is “Dhyan”. Thus Yoga
and Dhyan are synonymous. Meditation is not an appropriate equivalent for
Dhyan. Meditation is generally restricted to certain codified and ritualized
practices for a limited period of time ranging from a few minutes to a few hours
whereas “Dhyan” is awareness, mindfulness for all time, every movement, every
act. Every one is familiar with the word “Dhyan” from childhood hearing
instructions from parents, teachers, elders and saints for various activities do this
or that cautiously and carefully “Dyan-se-karna”.

Gautam, principal disciple of tirthankar Mahavir asked –

“dgapjs\ dga fpës\ deekls\ dga l,\
dga Hkqtarks Hkklarks ikoa dEea u ca/kbZ\”

– Dasvaikalikasutra - 61

“How to walk, stay, speak, sleep, eat so that sin is not committed?”

Mahavira replied –

“t;a pjs] fpës] t;ekls] t;a l,A
t; Hkq atrks Hkklarks.koa dEea u ca/kbZAA”

- “Walk, stay, speak, sleep, eat carefully and cautiously and sin will not be
committed”.
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Yoga is defined similarly in Gita also –

“;ksx% deZlq dkS’kye~A”

- “Doing any activity (Karma) skillfully is yoga”. It is not sufficient to
undertake any activity cautiously and with awareness only but it is also
necessary to learn the skill of the work undertaken e.g. one must learn the
technique of cooking before doing it. The inclusion of word “dkS’kye~”
(skill) is an important contribution of Gita in defining “Yoga”.

Following quotes also convey the same connotation of yoga and there is
only difference in phraseology and not intent –

“rg dqlyifoÙkh; eksD[ks.k m tks;.kkvks frAA22AA”

- Haribhadra Suri’s Yoga Satak

- “All proper and skillful conduct is yoga.”

“vRojkiwoZda lo± xeua ØR;sesookAA3@51AA”

- Haribhadra Suri’s Yogdrishtisamuchaya

- “All activities, movements be undertaken without haste and with full
attentiveness.”

“u`tUeu% Qya dkS’pZRiq:"kkFkZ çdhfrZr%AA3@3AA”

- Shubhchandracharya’s Jnanarnava

- “Those born as humans must make appropriate efforts to fulfil the
objective.”

“euLruqDp% deZ ;ksx%AA12@1AA”

- Shubhchandracharya’s Jnanarnava

- “The cautious activities of mind, speech and body constitute yoga.”

“vk;r;ksx ek; lksfg,AA2@4@109AA”

- Acharanga Sutra
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- “Yoga is doing every activity with full awareness and concentration on
the particular activity being undertaken without detraction in past and
future.”

“,xXx lfUuosls.k fujksg t;ebZAA29@27AA”

- Uttaradhyayan Sutra

- “Yoga is concentration of mind every movement on activity undertaken.”

“lfefrxqfIr lk/kkj.k /keZ O;kikjRoeso ;ksxRoaA”

- Acharya Shivmuni’s Jain Yoga

- “All activities should be undertaken carefully and with restraint and it is
yoga.”

“f=fo/k% ;ksx% çKIr% r|;k euks;ksx% okX;ksx% dk;;ksx%AA3AA”

- Thananga Sutra

- “Yoga is three fold i.e. cautiously undertaken activities of mind, speech
and body.”

“Bk.ks.ka eks.ks.ka >k.ks.ka vIik.ka cksljkfeAA”

- Kayotsarga Sutra

Yoga is to be firm and stable in body posture, speech, mind without any
sort of misery.

“;=Sdkxzrk r; fo’ks"kkrAA4@1@11AA”
- Brahma Sutra

- “Concentration in every act, every moment is essential in yoga.”

“;ksxkf’pÙko`fÙk fujks/k%AA2AA”
- Patanjali’s Yogasutra, Samadhipad

Here the word “fujks/k%” should imply unwavering mind i.e. concentration
on the activity in hand. It should not be misconstrued as cessation of activity of
mind. Cessation is negation of the very essence of life and only in dead the
activities cease “fujks/k%” should in no way be interpreted as total stoppage, it may
at the most mean stopping bad and evil activities or direct and channelies actions
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towards good and pious but activities never stop and go on ceaselessly as
mentioned in Gita also –

“u fg df’pR{k.kefitkrq fr"BR;deZ—r%AA3@5AA”
- Gita

- “No person can remain without activity for even a single moment.”

All the scriptural connotations of the term “Yoga” imply cautious,
careful, skillful activities of all types for all time, every moment in all the three
modes the mind, speech and body. Yoga should not therefore be interpreted in
any way cessation or stoppage of any activities. Activity is a must and yoga
means organising activities properly with full awareness and mindfulness.
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OBJECTIVES OF YOGA

There are two main objectives of yoga :

1. Happiness, harmony and peace in this world
2. Salvation i.e. eternal happiness

The first objective implies good physical and mental health of not only an
individual but also of his family, society, nation and of all on this globe which
has now become almost as a single village in which all are closely
interconnected. Epidemics anywhere can spread all over because of growing
connectedness.

“losZ HkoUrq lqfjiu% losZ HkoUrq fujke;kA
losZ Hkæk.kh i’;Urq ;k df’pn nq%[kHkkx HkosrAA”

- “Every one, everywhere be happy and healthy, of good character and
without sorrows and miseries.”

“lkE;a LokLF; lekf/k’p ;ksxL=.kh fujks/kuaA
'kq)I;ksx bR;srs HkoUR;sdk;Z okpdkAA”

- “All be healthy, happy and of good character.”

“vksme~ |kS% 'kkfUrjUrfj{k] 'kkfUr% i`Foh 'kkfUrjk;%
'kkfUrjks"k/k;% 'kkfUr%A ouLir;% 'kkfUrfoZ’os nsok%
'kkfUrczZge 'kkfUr% loZ] 'kkfUr% 'kkfUrjso 'kkfUr%
lk ek 'kkfUr jsf/kAA vksme~ 'kkfUr% 'kkfUr% 'kkfUr%AA36@17AA”

- Yajurveda

- “There be peace every where in the Universe, in the entire cosmos, in
environment, on the planet earth, in medicines, in all plant forms .....”

“;ksx% dYir: Js"Bks ;ksxkf’pUrkef.k ij%A
;ksx% iz/kkuka /kekZ.kka ;ksxs fl)a Lo;a x`gAA1@37AA”

- Haribhadra Suri’s Yogbindu
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- “Yoga is like a benevolent tree or like a miraculous gem which bestows
all types of happiness and success.”

“;ksx% loZf/ki}Yyhforkus ij’kq% f’kr%AA1@5AA”
- Hemchandracharya’s Yogashrastra

- “Yoga is to eliminate all adversities in life.”

“fo|kn~ nq%[k la;ksx&fo;ksx ;ksxlfTtre~AA6@23AA”
- Gita

- “Yoga is to get rid of sorrows in life.”

“lalkjksL; nq%[kL; loksZiæonkf;u%A
mik; ,d ,okfLr] xul% LoL; fuxzg%AA4@35AA”

- Yogvashishta

- Yoga is instrumental in getting rid of sorrows in life.

The foremost pre-requisite for good health is good ambient environment
unpolluted pure air to breathe, pure water to drink and unpolluted soil to produce
nutritious healthy non-toxic food. The exploding population and spiralling
consumerism are polluting air, water and soil more and more resulting in
increasing incidence of old and giving rise to new more resistant and fatal
diseases. There is no yoga practice of Asanas (Postures), Mudras (Gestures),
Pranayam (Breathing exercises) and Meditation (Dhyan) that can automatically,
while doing these, can purify polluted air being breathed in or neutralize the
toxic harmful effects of polluted water and toxic food from polluted soil. The
fact is that if Pranayam (Breathing Yoga Practice) which is claimed to be most
effective, if done in polluted air, will certainly be harmful. The physical or
natural environment also influence social environment also at micro level in
family and broadly in society, nation and globally also. Any environmental
upheaval, the recent climate change and frequently occurring droughts, famines,
earthquakes, storms etc. always have significant impact on social environment.
Likewise social upheavals the conflicts, wars harm the natural environment. The
natural and social environments are interactive and mutually reinforcing. Even at
individual level the emotions of anger, vice, ego, performance, efficiency etc. are
environment generated. Doctors, engineers and others who just do not work
sincerely and even indulge in corrupt practices in India do very well in U.S.,
U.K, Europe etc. where there is good work environment in colleges or at work
places. Good, peaceful and harmonious natural and social environment is an
essential component of ‘Yoga’.
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‘Yama’ and ‘Niyama’ the first two foundation steps in yoga practices
prescribed by sage Patanjali, are the only effective means to take care of
environment. Unfortunately these most important steps are generally ignored and
even discarded by most of the yoga teachers. ‘Yama’ consists of five vows of
Ahimsa (non violence), Satya (Truth), Achaurya (non-stealing), Aprigraha (non-
consumerism) and Brahmacharya (Celibacy). If these five vows are imbibed and
followed, environmental problems will be solved. Non-violence is not restricted
in respect of the fellow human beings but to all life-forms, air, water-bodies and
entire plant kingdom. All these natural resources have their carrying capacities,
resilience and rejuvenation time-cycles and if over burdened or over-exploited
beyond that, they will degrade and ultimately i.e. annihilated. As in case of
humans if anyone is over burdened with work beyond his capacity he will suffer
and may even die. Presently all natural resources are being over exploited many
times more than their capacities. Scientists have estimated that at present levels
of population and consumption we need resources of 4 to 5 such plants as earth.
Over burdening is violence. Non-stealing means not taking anything of anybody
without his willingness. If one takes fruits dropped naturally by a tree it is non-
stealing. Humans or animals eating naturally dropped fruits help the tree also by
dispersing its seeds. Non-consumerism and celibacy are important because rising
consumerism and population are two major causes of environmental pollution.
The second step ‘Niyam’ is related totally to environment as it enjoins on yoga
practitioners as foremost duty to purify not only human body but also the
surrounding environment.

Unfortunately the most revered religious texts the Vedas advocate
unlimited population and consumerism :

“lURosdk n’k p n’k p 'kra p 'kar p lglz pa lglaz pk;rqa p
fu;rq p ç;qr% pkcqZna p U;cqZna p ç’pa e/;a pkUr’p ijk)Z’osrk
vXu b"Vok /kuso% lURoeq=keqf"eYyksdsAA17@2AA”

- Yajurveda

- “By God’s grace I should have bricks for house construction and cows for
milk in billion-trillion numbers to cover upto the boundary of sea.”

“rqts rqts; mÙkjs Lrksek cftz.k%A
u foU/ks vL; lq"VqfreAA9%6%6AA”

- Rigveda

- “God has created things for pleasure of living beings in the world and
men should enjoy all these to the best of his capability. (this is most
injurious anthropocentrie approach).”

“=Sxq.;fo"k;k osnk fuL=sxq.;ks HkkoktqZuAA2@45AA”
- Gita
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- “The Vedas advocate consumerism and its means”.

There are many more references advocating clearance and destruction of
forests in Vedas and Puranas.

For environmental health it is necessary that the interrelations and
interactions between myriad constituents of environment going on as cosmic
yoga (union) should be based on symbiosis (mutualism). This is also non-
violence. There are following types of interactions :

1. Mutualism – favourable to both and obligatory.
2. Proto-cooperation – favourable to both but not obligatory.
3. Commensalism – benefit one but does not harm other.
4. Neutralism – Neither benefits nor harms each other.
5. Competition – One directly inhibits other.
6. Amensalism – Population of one is inhibited but not of other.
7. Parasitism – one depends for food etc. on other (host) harms even kill the

host in long run. Population of parasite is less than that of host.
8. Predation – Population of predator is more than of other (prey), decimates

prey quickly and eventually predator also is annihilated for lack of prey.

Mutualism is best and others are gradually more and more harmful.
Parasitism and Predation are worst. All mature and stable systems in nature are
symbiotic (mutually beneficial). Immature systems to the extent or degree of
unstability have harmful interrelations. Inherently there is mutualism in nature.
Tree drops food for human and animals to eat and disperse its seed benefiting
both. A butterfly or other insects take nectar from flowers but simultaneously
help in pollination. Numerous types of micro flora and fauna (microbes) live in
digestive system of humans, take food but help in digestion as humans are not
capable of digesting food without their help. Nothing is harmful to other. It is
mostly the anthropocentric attitude of humans and their faulty life-style that have
changed beneficial bacteria etc. into harmful mutations. For example the plague
bacillus Yersinia Pestis was earlier living harmlessly in the intestines but turned
deadly because of wrong life-style. It is like a close friend turning into a foe by
wrong behaviour. There are numerous examples. For details readers may refer to
author’s hook “Environmental Ethics”.

The second objective of yoga is salvation. It is more an abstract form of
spiritualism than of practical direct experienceable importance. It is noumenon
and not a phenomenoen. In vedic stream it is union with God, the almightly, the
creater controller as well as destroyer of universe at his will.
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“la;ksx ;ksx bR;qäks thokReijkReosAA”
- Yagvalkya

- “Union of jiva (soul) with parmatma (super soul) is objective of yoga. But
this vedic concept of almighty God as creator is refuted in Gita” –

“u dÙk`Zroa u dekZf.k yksdL; l`tfr çHkq%A
u deZQyla;ksax LoHkkoLrq çoÙkZrsAA5@14AA”

- “God neither creates nor directs the activities. It is according to very
nature of things.”

In Buddhist stream though soul and god are not acceptable as such but
there also the ultimate is to attain and merge in Bodhihood or Bodhisatva. In Jain
stream the concept of one almighty God is not accepted but godhood, which is
purest form of every individual soul, attainable by all mundane souls. Numerous
souls have attained this state and more and more will continue to attain but each
soul keeps its identity intact and does not merge into anyone supersoul
(Parmatma). This attainment to ultimate pursest from of soul is called salvation
(Moksha).

“eks{ks.k ;kstuknso ;ksxks ák; fu:P;rsA”
- Yashovijaya’s Dwavinshika

- “Yoga is that which lead to salvation”

“eksD[kks tks;.kkvks tksxksAA1AA”
- Haribhadra Sur’s Yogvinshika

- “Purpose of yoga is salvati on (Moksha)”

“eks{ks.k ;kstuk|ksx ,"k Js"Bks ;FkksÙje~AA31AA”
- Haribhadva Suri’s Yog Bindu

Various steps of Yoga are relevant as much as they connect one with
salvation (Moksha). But salvation may also be inter preted as freedom from
sorrows and paint in worldly life.
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VEDIC STREAM OF YOGA

The mention about the term ‘Yoga’ and yoga practices in various forms
are found in several scriptures – Vedas, Gita. Brahmastura, Uttarmimansa,
Vaiseshik, philosophy of Kanad, Nyaya of Gautama, Sankhya philosophy of
Kapil, Upnishads and others. However, it will not be an exaggeration that it was
sage Patanjali who around 200 B.C. was the first to collect, compile,
systematize, condense and codify the scattered material on Yoga in 195
aphorisms (Stanzas) in his canonical work “Yoga Sutra”. He is as a matter of fact
father of systematic yoga. Subsequent developments are all off-shoots. Yoga
sutra is in four parts.

1. Samadhi Pada : This part contains 51 sutras (aphorisms) meant for those
who have balanced mind. The emphasis is on stopping thought processes
by practice and detachment.

“;ksxf’p=o`f= fujks/kAA2AA”

- “This is the every definition of Yoga by Patanjali Yoga is slopping of
thought process. Instead of stopping the controlling a channelising
properly will be better interpretation of the word “fujks/k%”.”

“vH;kloSjkX;kE;ke~ rfUujks/k%AA12AA”

- “By practice and detachment, it will be possible to channelise thought
processes of mind in right direction.”

2. Sadhna Pad : This section contains 55 stanzas (sutras), prescribing eight
sequential steps of yoga for those who are at lower stage in their faculties
of mind.

“;efu;ekluçk.kk;kuçR;kgkj /kkj.kk/;kulekf/k;ks·"Vko³Xk~fuAA29AA”

The eight steps of yoga are Yama (vows), Niyama (Rules), Asanas
(Postures), Pranayam (Breathing regulation), Pratyahara (Austerity in activities
of five senses), Dharna (Concentration), Dhyan (Contemplation) and Samadhi
(Identification).
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(i) Yama :

“vfgalklR;kLrsczãp;kZifjxzgk ;ek%AA30AA”

The five Yamas are Ahimsa (Non violence), Satya (Truth), Asteya
(Non-stealing), Brahmcharya (Celibacy) and Aparigraha (Non-
acquisition, Non-Possession or non-consumerism). These are pre-
requisites for yoga practitioner to be imbibed and observed before
proceeding furthers sequentially to other steps.

(ii) Niyama :

“'kkSplarks"kri% Lok/;k;s’ojçf.k/kku fu;ek%AA32AA”

The Niyamas are also five. These are Shauch (Cleanliness, purity),
Tapa (Austerity, tolerance of hardships, adversities), Swadhaya
(reading good, informative guiding scriptures), Ishwarpranidhan
(Taking inspiration from teachings and ideals of one’s iconic
deity), cleanliness implies both internal and external of mind and
body and also ambient environment social as well as natural. Mind
should be cleaned and purified of bad and evil thoughts and no
harmful, harsh and undesired act against anybody, anything should
be done bodily. The ambient environment should also be
unpolluted and amicable. The natural physical environment
particularly the air for breathing, water for drinking and food for
nutrition should not be polluted. Likewise social environment in
family, society nation and globally should also be peaceful, good
and harmonious. Without this yoga may not be possible and if
practised will not be fruitful.

Unfortunately some weird and unnatural practices not prescribed
by Patanjali have subsequently been added with Hathayoga gaining
popularity. Inserting thread in nostrils and churning alternatively,
thrusting a long measured piece of cloth in digestive tract, inhaling
and exhaling water alternatively through nostrils, tratak and
kapalbhati etc. are weird and unnatural practices and against the
basic concept of yoga which is primarily union with nature to be as
close as possible to nature.
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(iii) Asana (Posture) :

“fLFkjlq[kklue~AA46AA”

According to Patanjali posture during yoga practices should be
such that one can remain stable, steady and comfortable during the
required period. Patanjali did not prescribe, advocate and even
mention any of the eighty four odd postures being advocated
frequently by yoga teachers as a must for yoga practices. These are
being propagated for commercial considerations as medical
recipes. The justification given for eighty-four odd Asanas
(Postures) is that they are condensed from eighty-four lakhs of
postures which is the number of various life-forms (yonis) and that
adopting postures of various animals will endow the qualities and
efficiency of respective animals and birds. This is absurd and
unscientific. The various natural postures of animals and birds are
necessary for them for their function. Human beings have evolved
further out of these lower stages and accordingly their body
functions are different. Copying animal postures is anachranic and
harmful. In addition to odd postures weird forced muscular
contractions (Bandhas) and gestures (Mudras) are also prescribed
and practised. In first Bandha Muscles of anus are contracted. In
second chin is pressed hard against chest such that arteries of neck
are closed. In third belly is forcefully lifted up and lowered. These
are forced, umatural and harmful. The eight gestures (Mudras) are
very odd. In Kechari Mudra (Moving-in-void gesture), the ferenum
of tongue is cut and tongue is gradually elongated to reach to the
middle of eyebrows. In another Vajidi Mudra (Thunder bolt
gesture) ejaculation has to be stopped while in actual intercourse
and if it happens then the semen and sperms have to be sucked
back along with ovum of woman which is impossible. It is
shameful that such obscene practices have also been included in
Yoga under the influence of “Vam Marg” (the cult of perverted).
The more important and potent first two steps of Yama and
Niyama have almost been relegated or even abandoned. Patanjali
did not even mention gestures (Mudras) which are also being
emphasized and propagated along with Asanas.

(iv) Pranayam :

“rfLeu lfr 'oklç’okl l;ksxZfrfoPNsn% çk.kk;kek%AA49AA”

- “To stop frequency of breathing is Pranayama. Stopping is
cessation of breath which is an attribute of life itself and only dead
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do not breathe. Controlling, regulating or lengthening of time in
breathing will be more appropriate meaning of the word.” ‘ foPNsn%’

“ckãkE;UrjLrEHk o`fÙknsZ’kdky la[;kfHk ifjn`"Vks nh?kZ lw{e%AA50AA”

- Inhaling (Purak), exhaling (Rechak) and keeping the breathed air
inside (Kumbhaka) are three type of Pranayama. These are of short
and long duration (nh?kZlw{e%). Patanjali did not mention that the
natural duration and frequency should be lengthened and breathed
air retained by force. The words “ns’k”, “dky”, “la[;k” are
important. Naturally time increases or decreases according to place
(situation, exigency) during sitting, standing, running or in face of
some danger and according to levels of emotions of anger, vanity,
greed, good and bad news etc. What Patanjali prescribes is that
yoga practitioner should just observe the natural flow of breath as
it is during a given situation and time. Of course a person, a yogi
observing Yama and Niyama will have equanimity in varying
situations and will not be swayed away by emotions and his
breathing will naturally be steady. In sanskrit there are various
modes of interpreting the meanings of words. By ‘Abhida’ mode
of interpratation ‘foPNsn%’ means stopping. But according to
“Lakshna” mode the correct meaning of ‘foPNsn%’ is not stopping or
cessation but experiencing the natural rhythm of breathing.
Anything, any activity if forced is unnatural. Forced body activity
is prohibited by charak, the great Ayurvedacharya, terming it as
“Prajnana Apradha” (Crime against mind and body).

“-----deZ dkykfrikr’p fpF;k’Ehko`p deZ.kke~-----
rTtaok deZ ;fRdy"Va ;nk rÌsgdeZp-----
çKkijk/ka ra f’k"Vk czqors U;kf/kdkj.ka-----AA103AA”

- “Transgressing time in any mental or body act, doing acts wrong
and painful for body are crimes against mind and body and are
causes for diseases.....”

What is important is that the air being breathed in should be clean
and unpolluted. If inhaled air is polluted, its forced longer inhaling
will do more harm than good. The more harmful is the practice of
suspension or retention (Kumbhak) of the inhaled air which in air
sacs of lungs is continuously exchanged by polluted air (CO2) in
blood capillaries and if retained longer than the concentration of
CO2 will be more and more in air sacs and the blood will not get
required O2 for its purification.
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“ckákH;Urj fo"k;k{ksih prqFkZ%AA51AA”

In this stanza (Sutra) Patanjali has given the spiritual connotation
of Pranayama as its fourth dimension in addition to the three
dimensions of Purak. Rechak and Kumbhaka. It exhorts that effort
should be made to throw out the evil thoughts, emotions and
sensual infatuation with every exhalation.

(v) Pratyahara :

“Lofo";klEç;ksxs fp=L; Lo:ikuqdkj bosfæ;k.kka çR;kgkj%AA54AA”

Pratyahara is withdrawal of five senses of touch, taste, smell, sight
and hearing from their pursuits and indulgence and thus free the
mind from sensual infatuations to enable it to concentrate on pure-
self. Such extreme interpretation is not practicable and is
escapism. The practical interpretation is austerity, restraint, control
of unbridled pursuit and indulgence in sensual pleasures. It is
unrestricted race and greed to acquire and consume more and more
objects to satisfy unlimited sensual desires that is responsible for
sprialling consumerism many times more than carrying capacity of
nature which is one of the principal factors for increasing
environmental pollution and degradation.

3. Vibhutipada :

Out of eight steps five have been described in second section Sadhanapad
of Yog Sutra. The remaining three are dealt with in this third section
Vibhutipa, containing 55 stanzas (Sutras).

(vi) Dharna :

“ns’kcU/kf’pÙkL; /kkj.kkAA1AA”

“In Dharna practice of yoga the yogi practises concentration of
mind on a particular object of thought.”

(vii) Dhyan :

“r=çR;;Sdrkurk /;kue~AA2AA”

“It is extension and intensification of previous step Dharna
(concentration) by continued dwelling upon or contemplation of
object so held in Dharna.
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These two steps Dharna and Dhyan are very important in practical
yoga Dharna is starting point while doing any work by
concentrating the mind in that work and not allowing it to waver in
other thoughts. Dhyan is then continuing the concentration till the
work is completed. Both processes should be adhered while
undertaking next work and so on. Sitting idly and concentrating on
imaginary objects, fantasies is certainly not an ideal type of
Dhyan. It is just waste of time which is most valuable in life. Of
course advance mental planning for an important task is also
necessary and for that one may sit quietly and ponder over pros
and cons and methodologies of work to be undertaken. This is not
idling but a prerequisite for important work. For examples writing
project formulation etc. need such contemplation. But purposeless
fantasies while sitting idle are just waste of time. Time is most
valuable in life and should not be wasted.

“vk;q"k% {k.k ,dksMfi loZj™kuZ yE;rsA
uh;rs rn~ o`Fkk ;su izekn% lqegkugksAA6@175&178AA”

& ;ksxofl"B

- “Even a single movement of life can not be obtained by all the
diamonds in the world. If any one wastes life in unproductive,
useless, passive pursuits it is greatest idleness”.

(viii) Samadhi :

“rnsokFkZek=fuHkkZla Lo:i 'kwU;feo lekf/k%AA3AA”

- “It is further intensification of previous two steps. It is
identification with the object of contemplation.” Abstract
noumenal concept like merging into one’s iconic deity object, god
etc. are of not practical importance. There are certain very
important works like scientist working on important research when
the person has to concentrate very intensely as if he is merged in
the work and forgets even his own bodily needs of food etc.
Samadhi for practical purpose in life is highest stage of
concentration while engaged in work of importance.

In the subsequent remaining stanzas of this section there is
mention of weird and occult superpowers which may be attained
by yogi such as knowledge of past and future, knowing thoughts of
others minds, becoming invisible, entering other’s bodies, getting
rid of hunger and thirst, becoming very small or very large,
passing through all types of hindrances, capability to destroy all
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types of materials things etc. These are impossible and only
conjectures and superstitions. If even a few possessed such powers
in this country any time in the past, no invader would have been
able to conquer, enslave and torture the people. But history is
witness that India suffered ignoble defeats, slavery and tortures
repeatedly over and over again. It is unfortunate that an eminent
sage Patanjali who has assiduously and systematically devised
scientific steps of yoga, also succumbed to such superstitious
conjectures which were prevalent during medieval era. However,
he has wisely denounced such superhuman powers :

“rs lek/kkuqilxkZ U;wRFkkus fl);%AA37AA”

- “These occult powers are hindrances in the path of progress and
uplift.”

4. Kevalyapad :

In this last section of yoga sutra there are 34 stanzas (sutras) which are
almost an extension of previous section Vibhutipad. There is mention of
more occult powers:

“tUeS"kf/keU=ri% lekf/ktk% fl);%AA1AA”

- “The yogi can have powers to know about previous births, to cure
diseases, to meet his deity in person etc.”

It appears that an enlightened person with scientific templer could not
have mentioned such superstitions. Subsequent jealous followers might have
added these to accommodate then prevailing concepts. This apprehension is not
unfounded because several of canonical scriptures have been proved to be
adulterated. For example Mahabharat according to scholars originally contained
only about nine thousand aphorisms and now there are over a lakh. Likewise
Gita could not have been as lengthy as now because it would not have been
possible to deliver such lengthy sermons requiring a few hours when armies
announced commencement of war by blowing respective conches. Krishna could
have got hardly a few minutes to awaken Arjun from cowardice. So Patanjali
could not be the author of superstitious fantasies, superhuman weird powers etc.
The dilution of standards prescribed by Patanjali is continuing and are
preponderant in present times also. After Patanjali sprang up several off-shoots.
Subsequent yoga teachers are continuously modifying even the basic concepts
and tenets, diluting and even abandoning the fundamentals.
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6

YOGA IN GITA

Gita being primarily an exhortation from Krishna to Arujuna not to run
away from the battle which had already been announced by blowing of conches
from both sides. All the relevant aphorism (Sutras) are there in the Chapter-Two
of Gita. The rest are superfluous subsequent additions. It may be that Gita as it is
might not have come from mouth of Krishna but coined by Ved Vyasa himself as
part of his monumental treatise “Mahabharat”. However, it contains valuable
instructions and guidelines for people to enable and empower them to lead
happy, peaceful and pious life, although there are some contradictions at some
places. For example at one place the Vedas and their ideology as such have been
denounced while eulogised and recommended at other places. Likewise the
different forms of Yoga have been mentioned as superior to each other. At one
place one form is considered superior to other while at other place later is
described as superior to former, making instructions some what ambiguous to a
gullible layman. This also strengthens the apprehension that different stanzas
might have been rendered by different authors according to their beliefs.

Forms of Yoga in Gita

Initially there is mention of only two forms Jnana Yoga and Karma Yoga
but subsequently Bhakti Yoga (Devotional Yoga), Abhyasa Yoga (Practice
Yoga) and Dhyan Yoga (Meditational Yoga) have been mentioned.

“,"kkrs·fefgrk lk³~jO;s cqf);ksZxs fRoeka J.kqA
cq);k ;qDrks e;k ikFkZ deZcU/ka çgkL;flAA2@39AA”

- “So far it was about Jnana Yoga (Knowledge Yoga) and now it will be
about Karma Yoga”.

Jnana Yoga (Knowledge Yoga) :

This is to convince about irrelevance of death fobia and guilt feeling with
which Arjuna was afflicted and was reluctant to kill his own kin and shirked his
legitimate duty and responsibility. Death is immaterial because the soul is
eternal, never dies and is not harmed by any weapon or fire etc.

“; ,ua osfÙk gUrkja ;”pSua eU;rs gre~A
mHkkS rkS u fotkuhrks uk;a gfUr u gU;rsAA2@19AA”
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- “Soul neither gets killed by any nor it kills another”. This, however, gives
a wrong message that killing is not violence as no one can kill or act
killed. This may absolve terrorists also.

“u tk;rs fez;rs o dnkfp &
Uuk;a HkwRok Hkfork ok u Hkw;%A
vtks fuR;% 'kk’orks·;a iqjk.kks &
u gU;rs gU;ekus 'kjhjsAA2@20AA”

- “Soul is neither born nor dies at any time. It neither comes into existence
anew nor gets killed on killing of the body. It is without beginning and
end, birth or death and is eternal.”

“ohrjkx dkeØks/kk eUe;k ekeq;kfJrk%A
cgoks Kku rilk iwrk eoHkkoekxrk%AA4@10AA”

- “Those who have conquered anger, fear and attachment and devoted to
me (God) have attained salvation by their knowledge.” This stanza
simultaneously mentions both Jnana and Bhakti Yoga.

“Js;ks fg KkueH;klkTKkukn~/;kua fof’k";rsA
/;kukRdeZQy R;kx LR;kxkPNksfUrjuUrje~AA12@12AA”

Knowledge is better than practice of Yoga (Abhyasa Yoga), devotion to
God is better than knowledge and sacrificing fruits of Karma (action) is better
than devotion. This appraisal has been contradicted at other places while
describing other forms of Yoga.

“/;kusRefu i’;Ur dsfpnkRekuekReukA
vU; lk³~jO;su ;ksxsu deZ;ksxsu pkijsAA13@24AA”

- “Many realise God by devotion, others by Jnana Yoga and some by
Karma Yoga”.

Here all the three forms have been treated equally.

Karma Yoga (Action Yoga) :

“;ksxLFk% dq: dekZf.k l³~ax R;Drok /kut;A
fl);fl);ks% leks HkwRok leRoa ;ksx mP;rsAA2@48AA”

- “Arjun, you should do your duty without considering success or failure.
Karma yoga is equanimity and detachment in action”.
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“cqf);qDrks tgkrhg mes lqÑrnq"ÑrsA
rLek|ksxk; ;qT;Lo ;ksx% deZlqdkS’kye~AA2@50AA”

- “A person with equanimity is unmindful of good or bad acts. Such
equanimity is art and skill of Yoga”. It is strange that good and bad acts
have been placed at par.

“u fg df’pR{k.kefi tkrq fr"BR;deZÑr~A
dk;Zrs áko’k% deZ loZ% çÑfrtSxqZ.kS%AA3@5AA”

- “No person remains without doing some act anytime ever”.

“fu;ra dq: deZRoa deZ T;k;ks ádeZ.k%A
'kjhj;k=kfi p rs u çfl);snddeZ.k%AA3@7AA”

- “One should undertake activities as ordained in scriptures. It is better to
be in action than not doing anything. Even body can not be maintained
without activity”.

“fu;rL; rq lU;kl% deZ.kks uksi|rsA
eksgkÙkL; ifjR;kxLrkel% ifjdhfrZrAA18@7AA”

- “Prescribed activity should not be abandoned because of attachment”.

“nq%[kfeR;so ;RdeZ dk;Dys’kHk;kÙ;tsr~AA18@8AA”

- “To abandon activity for fear that all activity is painful, is wrong”.

“lgtadeZ dkSUrs; lnkslefi u R;tsr~AA18@48AA”

- “Arjun! Even faulty activity should not be abandoned”.

“lU;kl% deZ;ksx’p fu%Js;ldjkoqHkkSA
r;ksLrq deZlUu;klkRdeZ;ksxks fof’k";rsAA5@2AA”

- “Karm Yoga i.e. engaging in activity is far better than denouncing it”.

But in following stanzas of Gita activity (Karma) is denounced and is thus
a contradiction.

“;LrokRejfrjso L;knkRer`Ir’p~ ekuo%A
vkReU;so p larq"VLrL; dk;± u fo|rsAA3@17AA”

“Those engrossed in soul need not undertake any activity”.

“'kqHkk'kqHkifjR;kxh HkfDrekU;% l es fç;%AA12@17AA”
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- One who relinquishes all sorts of good or bad activity and is my devotee
is liked by me (Krishna, the God incarnate)”. In this stanza Bhakti Yoga
is eulogized vis-à-vis Karma Yoga. It also advocates in action

“;nk ;nk gh /keZL; XykfuHkZofr HkkjrA
vH;qRFkkue/keZL; rnkRekua l`tkE;ge~AA4@7AA”

- “Whenever evil increase and good decrease, to restore righteousness, I
(Krishna) incarnate”. This implies that it is God who will incarnate to
solve problems and human beings need not do anything and wait and
tolerate evil till then. For example environment pollution is creating
problems but it will be God-incarnate who will come and solve this
problem though created by mankind and can be solved by it. This stanza
indirectly advocates inaction. But this is refuted and contradicted in the
following stanza :

“u dr`ZRoa u dekZf.k yksdL; l`tfr çHkq%A
u deZQyla;ksxs LoHkkoLrq çorZrsAA5@14AA”

- “God is neither engaged in the various activities of men nor the fruits of
actions. This is all by the very nature of things”.

The following stanza is also contradictory as it dissuades than encourages
action :

“deZ.;okf/kdkjLrs ek Qys"kq dnkpuAA2@47AA”

- “One has right to undertake activity but not to its fruit i.e. success or
failure”. The fact is that no one undertakes any activity without fixing an
objective to attain its fruit or success. A student studies with desire to
pass, doctor treats to cure, engineer builds to complete the structure, the
space probes are aimed for desired success. If incentive of fruit or success
is not there, the person will not do any work whole heartedly with
concentration and devotion.

In Gita there is strange contradiction about Vedas which are regarted as
the most sacred scriptures. At one place it abhors and denounces and at other it
eulogies Vedas while prescribing action under Karmayoga :

“;kfe;ka iqf"irka okpa ionUR;foif’pr%
osnoknjrk% ikFkZ ukU;nLrhfr okfnu%AA2@42AA”
“dkekR;ku% LoxZijk tUe deZQy çnk;A
fØ;kfo’kslcgqyka HkksxSJo;Zxfra çfrAA2@43AA”
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Those who believe in words of Vedas advocating desire for fruits of
actions whether heaven or other pleasures are indecisive about actions leading to
realisation of God.

“deZczãksno fof) czã{kjleqn~Hkoe~A
rLekRloZxra czã fuR;a ;Ks çfrf"Bre~AA3@15AA”

“Vedas are from God and all Karma, the aggregate actions are known
from Vedas Omnipresent God is eulogized by Yagnas prescribed in Vedas”.

Such vascillations, variations and contradictions indicate that these
stanzas are composed by different persons some advocating action and some
dissuading from it.

Bhakti Yoga (Devotional Yoga) :

Out of various forms of yoga, Bhakti yoga has been eulogised most.

“;ksfxekfi losZ"kka en~xrsukUrjkReuk%A
J)kokUHktrs ;ks eka l esa ;qDrrekser%AA6@47AA”

“Of all yogis one who is devoted to me uninterruptedly with innermost
dedication is recognized by me as best”, says Krishna.

“rifLoH;ks·f/kdks ;ksxh
KkfuH;ks·fi euks·f/kd%A
dfeZH;’pkf/kdks ;ksxh
rLek/kksxh HkoktqZuAA6@46AA”

“Such a devotee yogi is best out of the Karma Yogis and Jnana Yogis”.

Devotion yoga (Bhakti Yoga) is total dedication to God.

“;nk LFkkL;fr fu’pykAA2@53AA”

“Devotion that is unwavering”

“eUe;k ekeqikfJrk%AA4@10AA”

“Who totally identify with me and depend on me, attain me”.

“lrr dhrZ;Urks eka ;rUr’p n`<ozrk%A
ueL;Ur’p eka HkDR;k fuR;qdk miklrsAA9@14AA”
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“Such devotees (Bhakti Yogis) always recite my name, sing paeans in my
praise, bow before me and worship me”.

“vU;kf’pUr;Urks eka ;s tuk% i;qZiklrsA
rs"kka fuR;kfHk;qDrkuka ;ksx{kea ogkE;ge~AA9@22AA”

“I bestow the ultimate union with me to who always meditate on me
without any desire for its fruits”

There are many more stanzas regarding the importance of Bhakti yoga so
much so that even a most evil person, indulged in bad conduct and sins, if
engages in my (Gods) devotion, he (my devotee) will be acceptable by God and
attain him (God).

“vfi psRlqqjkpkjks Hktrs ekeuU;Hkkd~A
lk/kqjso l eUro;% lE;XO;oflrks fg l%AA9@30AA”
“f{kça Hkofr /kekZRek 'k’oPNkfUra fuxPNfrA
dkSUrs; çfrtkuhfg u es HkDr% ç.k’;frAA9@31AA”
“eka fg ikFkZ O;k;kfJR; ;s·fi L;q% iki;ksu;%A
fL=;ks oS’;kLrFkk 'kwækLrsfi ;kfUr ijka xfre~AA9@32AA”

“My devotee even if evil, bad character, “sinful whether women, vaishya,
shudra, chandal will eventually attain salvation”.

Abhyasa Yoga (Practice Yoga) :

Abhyas Yoga has been defined as repeating, practising again and again
the activities like listening, singing, meditating, studying scriptures pertaining to
praise of God. Practising is applicable to all forms of yoga. However in Gita it
has been mentioned as a form of yoga.

“vFk fp=a lek/kkrq a u 'kØksf"k efi fLFkje~A
vH;kl;ksxsu rrks ekfePNkIrqa /kut;AA12@9AA”
“vH;kls·I;le;ksZfl HkRdeZijeks HkoA
enFkZefi dekZf.k dqoZfUlf)eokIL;flAA12@10AA”

Krishna advises Arjun “If you are unable to concentrate in mediation,
then you should engage in Abhyasa Yoga. He further said that if Abhyasa Yoga
is also not possible, then do your activities dedicating all your actions to me.

Dhyan Yoga (Meditation Yoga) :

This yoga is overlapping with Bhakti Yoga as later also involves
meditation. But there is mention of Dhyan Yoga as a separate form
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“rkfu lokZf.k la;E; ;qDr vklhr eRij%AA2@61AA”

“Controlling all senses should concentrate on me by meditation yoga.”

“l czã;ksx;qDrkRek] lq[ke{k;eJqrsAA5@21AA”

“By engaging in god’s meditation yoga with full concentration yogi will
attain everlasting happiness”

“/;kusukRefu i’;fUr dsfpnkRekuekReukA
vU; lkM~-[;su ;ksxsu deZ;ksxsu pkijsAA13@24AA”

“Different people establish communion with god by different forms of
yoga, some by Dhyan Yoga, others by Jnana Yoga and many by Karma yoga”.

Barring a few contradictions and ambiguities, Gita, though a concise and
brief treatise, covers almost all aspects of life, ennobling and enlightening
instructions with its unique subtlety elaborate and comprehensive. There is
Astanga yoga also with all the prescribed eight steps.

1. Yama :

“vfgalk lR;eØks/kLR;kx 'kkfUriS’kque~AA16@2AA”

“Nonviolence, truth are essential attributes of a yogi”.

“vko`ra Kkuesrsu Kkfuuks fuR;oSfj.kkA
dke:is.k dkSUrS; nq"iwjs.kkuRosu pAA3@39AA”

Indulgence in sex envelops one’s knowledge and is inimical. Here
celibacy is advised which is an important yama.

2. Niyama :

“;% loZ=kufHkLusgLrÙkRçkI; 'kqHkk’kqHke~AA2@57AA”

“There should be equanimity in pleasant and unpleasant things i.e.
contentment which is an essential Niyama”.

“;qDrkgkjfogkjLo; ;qDrps"VL; deZlqA
;qDrLoUikocks/kL; ;ksxks HkofrZ nq%[kgkAA6@17AA”
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“One should be careful and regular in all activities. Food, sleep etc.
should all optimum and not in excess”.

“vlfDrjufHk"oM~-x iq=nkjx`gkfn"kqAA13@9AA”

“One should not have attachment in wealth, son, wife, house etc. i.e.
should be contented”.

“rst% {kek /k`fr% 'kkSpe æksgksukfrekfurkAA16@3AA”

“One should have internal and external purity”. Internal purity constitute
forgiveness, persevence which clear bad emotions. External purity is
clean body and clear unpolluted environment.

“'keks neLri% 'kkSpa {kkfUrjktZoesopAA18@42AA”

“Maintaining internal and external purity and cleanliness is necessary”.

3. Asana (Postures) :

“'kqpkSns’ks çfr"BkI; fLFkjekluekReu%A
ukR;qfPNªra ukfruhpa pSykftu dq’kksÙkje~AA6@11AA”

“While practising yoga one should stabilise posture sitting on the clean
place which should neither be too high nor too low.”

“lea dk;f’kjksxzhoa /kkj;Uupya fLFkj%A
lEçs{; ukfldkxza Lo;a fn’k’pkuoyksd;u~AA6@13AA”

“The posture should be such that the body, head and neck are in line,
fixed and stable. Eyes should be fixed on front of nose”.

4. Pranayam (Breathing) :

“vikus tqg~ofr çk.ka çk.ks·ikua rFkkijsA
çk.kkikuxrh #n/ok çk.kk;keijk;.kkAA4@29AA”

“Yogi regulates, controls, extends inhalation, exhalation and retention of
breathing”.

“çk.kkikukS lekS—Rok uklkH;Urjpkfj.kkSAA5@27AA”

“Breathing through nostrils should be equally regulated.” Here natural
optimum breathing is prescribed and not its extension or stoppage.
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5. Pratyahar :

Pratyahar is control or abstention from the objects and pleasures of five
senses of touch, taste, smell, sight and hearing. Gita exhorts indulgence in
sensual pleasures.

“bfUæ;k.khfUæ;kFksZH;LrL; çKk çfrf"BrkAA2@58AA”

“When senses are withdrawn from their objects/pleasures then there is
equanimity of mind”.

“o’ks fg ;L;sfUæ;kf.k rL; çKk çfrf"BrkAA2@61AA”

“One who has conquered the lust of sensual pleasure attains equanimity”.

6. Dharna :

It is concentration of mind on a particular object.

7. Dhyan :

Dhyan is extension of Dharna i.e. continuation of concentration for
desired period of time and is termed contemplation.

8. Samadhi :

It is complete absorption or identification with the object of meditation.

Above three steps Dharna, Dhyan and Samadhi are gradual extension,
absorption and identification by enhancing the time and quality of
concentration. This is also the central theme of Gita.

“rn~cq);LrnkRekuLrfu"BkLrijk;.kk%A
xPNUR;iqujko`fÙka Kkufu/kwZrdYe"kk%AA5@17AA”

“Those who concentrate, contemplate and emerge in meditation of God,
destroy sins and attain salvation”.

“ckáLi’ksZ"olDrkRek foUnR;kRefu ;Rlq[ke~A
l czã;ksx;qDrkRek lq[k e{k;eJqrsAA5@21AA”

“Having abandoned the attachment to external objects one who meditates
on soul gets pious bliss and transcending meditation to Brahman (God)
and attains eternal happiness”.
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“;qtusoa lnkRekua ;ksxh fu;rekul%A
'kkfUra fuokZ.kijeka eRlaLFkkef/kxPNfrAA6@15AA”

“The Yogi who controls his mind and engages in meditation on me (God)
gets extreme peace”.

“;nk fofu;ra fpÙkekReU;sokofr"BrsA
fuLi`g loZdkesH;ks ;qDr bR;qP;rs rnkAA6@18AA”

“During the period of absention from worldly pleasures and intense
meditation of God, the person is Yogi”.

“vH;kl;ksx;qDrsu psrlk ukU;xkfeukA
ijea iq:"ka fnO;a ;kfr ikFkkZuqfpUr;u~AA8@8AA”

“Practising meditation of God without wavering mind one attains the
ultimate union with God”.

“}U}SfoZeqäk lq[knq%[klKSxZPNUR;ew<+k% ineO;;a rr~AA15@5AA”

“One who has conquered ego and attachment and is engrossed in
meditation of God, gets rid of cycles of pleasures and pain and attain
salvation”.

Inspite of some contradictions incongruities and repetitions. Gita is an
unique scripture on yoga and its sermons if imbibed and practised would enhance
the quality of this life and facilitate further journey to salvation. However,
advocacy of war is not relevant in present times when nations are equipped with
nuclear arsenal, capable to destroy the planet earth many times. It is also
important to note that all the five forms of yoga are to be practised
simultaneously and not separately. Jnana Yoga is a necessary component in all
other forms of yoga because one must have requisite knowledge to practise any
form of yoga. Karma yoga is inherent in all forms of yoga as one is required to
undertake activity for practising any other form. Even in Jnana Yoga activity of
listening sermons or reading of scriptures is necessary. In Bhakati Yoga one
must concentrate, recollect and follow the teachings of the deity. Nothing will be
achieved by just reciting or singing praise of the deity who will not come to do
any work of the devotee. All deities Rama, Krishna and others were action
oriented. Ideal bhakti is to imbibe their teachings which they amply
demonstrated by their own actions to set an example. Likewise Abhyasa Yoga is
a necessary component in all other forms because it is only by repeated practice
that it can be learnt and mastered. Dhyan Yoga is most important component in
all forms of yoga because whatever is done should be done with full
concentration and attention i.e. Dhyan.
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7

SUBSIDIARY FORMS OF VEDIC YOGA

Swami Vishnu Ramtirth in his book “Devatma Shakti” has mentioned 4
lakh forms of yoga based on the calculation that 12 zodiacs or months multiplied
by 7 days in a week makes 84 which multiplied by 1000 rays of the sun and then
by 100 roles of each will be 84 lakhs. Another basis is 84 lakh variety of life
forms and each life form has its own form of yoga. The various interpretations of
yoga have been in vogue since vedic and upnishadic period. Following are the
prevalent subsidiary forms of vedic yoga based principally on Patanjali Yoga
Sutra but with articulation of by a particular yoga system.

Hatha Yoga :

The word ‘Hatha’ is combination of ‘Ha’ which represents ‘Sun’ and
‘Tha’ represent ‘Moon’. The theory of Hatha yoga is that Sun and Moon are
found in every aspect of existence. In subtle human body these are manifest in
two channel ‘Ida’ and ‘Pingala’ along which perceptions travel from sultle centre
(chakra) at the base of spinal chord, passing through other subtle centres near
heart, throat, centre of eyebrows and finally the centre at the summit of head. In
gross body lunar (moon) corresponds to respiratory cool and solar (sun) to
digestive warm called ‘Prana’ and ‘Apana’.

Hatha yoga follows the eight sequential steps prescribed by Patanjali but
with forced weird and odd techniques. In Hatha yoga 84 Asanas and various
Mudras (Postures and Gestures) are practised. Patanjali did not mention these in
Yoga Sutra. The first step ‘Yama’ through not discarded is generally ignored.
The second step ‘Niyama’ which simply means internal and external purity and
cleanliness i.e. of mind and body and also of ambient physical and social
environment has been overwhelmingly transformed into weird practices in Hatha
Yoga. For example internal cleaning of body by thrusting a long cloth in stomach
through mouth, the practice is called ‘Nauti’. Another practice is ‘Neti’ which is
sucking water from one nostril and pouering out by another nostril. Bathing with
earth etc. and hymns are also prescribed. The practice of various ‘Bandhas’
(muscular contractions) and ‘Mudras’ (Gestures) particularly of some of the
gestures is tortuous and vulgar. In Kechri mudra (Moving in the Void Gesture),
ferenum of the tongue is cut to elongate it to touch the forchead. In Vajroli
Mudra. (Thunder bolt gesture) semen while actual intercourse is withheld,
sucked and drawn upward. These are unnatural and irritating and may be even
harmful. Kundalini awakening and tantras are also practiced in Hatha yoga.
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Raja Yoga :

It is a royal way of reintegration (Yoga). When the agitation of mind is
stilled, supra-mental perceptions or visions appear and with them comes the
fundamental unity of all that exits. Raja Yoga transcends even mind and steps
into higher domain of spirituality. The question is what is higher domain of
spirituality? It is soul of God? Both are abstract noumena not substantiated by
scientific scrutiny. In Raja Yoga the eight steps have been sub-divided and there
are 15 steps :

1. Abstinence (Yama) is first step
2. Niyama the second step implies abstinence i.e. bringing senses under

control.
3. Renunciation is Tyaga (abondoing) of all manifest forms through

contemplating on self.
4. Silence is Mauna i.e. abstaining from speech.
5. Solitude is going to a lonely undisturbed place.
6. Kala (Time) is to observe succession of instants and conceive all other

things as non-dual.
7. Asana (Posture) is same as prescribed by Patanjali i.e. to sit or stand in

such a posture that is comfortable and steady for a required period of
time.

8. Mula Bandha (Root contraction) is to help control the mind. In this the
upper part of anus is forcefully contracted.

9. Deha Samya is straightening of body.
10. Drishti (sight) is looking the universe as one united whole.
11. Pranayana is breath control in which all perceptions in mind and

movements are stilled. The fact is that it is not possible.
12. Pratyahar is withdrawal to see divinity in all perceptible forms to direct

mental faculties inwards.
13. Dharna is concentration to hold mind motionless on one object
14. Dhyan is contemplation. It is extension of Dharna
15. Samadhi is identification in which the very notion of contemplation is

forgotten.

Kundalini Yoga :

It is more a tantric fantasy than yoga. It is claimed to be based on twin
principle of consciousness – individual and cosmic. Accordingly it is the
energy that governs an individual and also the universe. The same cosmic
energy (Para Shakhi) also lies dormant in individual human beings coiled 3½
times in the form of a serpent at the root of spinal cord. Kundalini yoga is to
arouse and awaken this sleeping coiled energy and make it rise upwards
through six energy centres called ‘Chakras’. The first is ‘Swadhisthan’ at the
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root of genitals. The second ‘Manipura’ is at the centre of naval. The third
‘Anahat’ is at the region of heart. The fourth ‘Visudha’ is a t the base of throat.
The fifth ‘Ajnana’ is between eyebrows. The sixth ‘Sahasrara’ is at the center
of the head. The centres are described as lotus-shaped with petals numbering
six, ten, ten, sixteen, two and one thousand respectively. The practitioner is
required to concentrate on each of these centres sequentially visualizing the
number of petals, their colours and words written on them. Weird visions,
fantasies and hallucinations such as furious flames of fire, black stones,
majestic temples etc. are experienced (rather imagined). The process involves
considerable pain, physical disorder and even disease. The whole concept is
imaginary and not sustainable scientifically. There are no lotus shaped centers
(Chakras) in the body. The fact is that the practitioners are fed and
indoctrinated with the hypothesis and therefore experience imaginatively. It is
possible because they have seen and known the lotus and this is stored in the
memory. Any person blind from birth will not be able to visualize such things.

While hard and intricate practices are prescribed as necessary to awaken
Kundalini (Serpent power) there is a strange case of Deepa Kodikal, mentioned
in her published diary in book from “A Journey within the Self”. She
experienced aroused Kundalini involuntarily without any effort on her part
while sleeping, standing and even masterbating. She is undoubtedly a case of
psychiatric disorder.

Now-a-days arousal of Kundalini is done commercially in large number
of persons by a yoga teacher, commanding the entire congregation, giving
hypnotic suggestions and all feel as instructed that their kundalinis have been
aroused, some start laughing, some weeping and some doing strange actions
with hands, feet or whole body. This contradicts the very concept of Kundalini
which implies arousal of sleeping cosmic power lying coiled in the individual
and needs considerable effort, practice and expert guidance. But gullible people
succumb to temptation of easy path, get hypnotized and do as instructed.
Nirmala Devi has coined her form of Kundalini Yoga as ‘Sahaj Yoga’. Another
yoga teacher Ram Lal Syagi demonstrates this as ‘Shaktipat’ (energy passed on
to disciples by one yoga teacher. Both of them organize such camps for masses.
They ridicule the very principle of Yoga which needs one’s own vigorous
effort, of course guru can only guide but one has to make effort and practice
himself.

Mantra Yoga :

This is practised as rhythmic repitition (Japa) of certain hermetic
formulations coined as hymns or mantras which are claimed to be based on
secret powers of sound. Mantra are in various formulations. There are one
syllable mantras as ‘Aum’ or of two syllables ‘Soham’ or more syllables
contrived in various rhythms and combination of weird and mystic word
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‘Hrim’, ‘Shrim’, ‘Klim’ etc. to impress and awe the gullible followers,
promising myriad benefits. It is claimed that certain mantras like ‘Aum’ have
divine origin. But the fact is that all languages and their alphabets are evolved
by mankind differently in different regions during different peridos of time. Of
all yogic practice now commercialized as cures for various ailments, the
Mantra Yoga is most popular and is practised extensively as unscientific
superstitious belief, claiming many precious lives by dissuading people f rom
proper medical treatment. Mantra Yoga has also degenerated in ‘Tantras’,
inflicting torturous practices like scorching the body of patients with hot iron
rods etc. and also performing havans etc. including animal and even human
sacrifice. In case of snake bites only those bitten by non-poisonous snakes are
cured and this has magnifying effect as the practitioner claims to cure eight of
ten cases and that only two died. But the fact is that only two were bitten by
poisonous snakes. Mantra-Tantra are mere superstitions and should be
discarded as these are impediments in path of yoga.

Laya Yoga :

The two main steps of Laya Yoga are first the hearing of an imaginary
inner sound (Nada) and second visualizing the vision of the light of self (Atura
Jyoti). The scripture “Yoga Tarawali” has mentioned one hundred and fifty
thousand forms of Laya Yoga based on as many cosmic sounds (Nadas). In
substance it resembles Kundalini Yoga and is defined as process by which the
nature energy, the sleeping power the kundalini, lying coiled at the root of
spinal cord is awakened and aroused to rise to the centre of head, piercing
through the intermediary six centers (Chakras). Here the medium is Laya, the
imaginary cosmic sound (nada). It is also based on imagination and noumenon
of Laya.

Shiv Yoga :

It is also refered as Rajadhiraj Yoga. It is described in detail in ‘Shiv
Samhita’. In this the focus is on knowledge of Shiva, devotion to Shiva,
contemplation of Shiva in all his attributes while setting in any auspicious
posture (Asana). Various rituals related to worship of Shiva, observance of
austerities are also prescribed. Shiva is regarded as Lord of Sleep and
simultaneously of destruction. He is also dance guru.

Janana Yoga, Karma Yoga, Bhakti Yoga :

This have been earlier dealt with in chapter - “Yoga in Gita”.
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Asparsha Yoga :

It is a strange form of yoga and is based on “Non-Touching”. In principle
it is practice of detachment, remaining aloof from all contacts, various ties,
attachment to worldly affairs. The practitioner lives as a recluse. There is stress
on purity of thought, speech, all body actions and of surroundings. In extremes it
implies that even touching things, people including close relations will pollute.
In course of time the spiritual ideology of detachment degenerated into
untouchability and got entrenched as a social discrimination and religious dogma
in Hindu society. In spite of strict legal provisions against untouchability it still
continues. As yoga it is now only in scriptures.
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8

JAIN STREAM OF YOGA

Since the very beginning of Indian civilisation Vedic and Jain cultures
have been concurrent, interacting, reinforcing and enriching each other. As in
Vedic literature the term ‘Yoga’ with its varied implications, usage and pract ices
in one form or other is found in Jain ancient canonical scriptures classified and
grouped as twelve ‘Angas’ of which the twelfth ‘Anga’ comprises fourteen
‘Purvas’. Oldest scriptures ‘Acharang’, ‘Sutrakritang’, ‘Samvayang’ etc. all
contain references regarding yoga. However, the contents of yoga in various
contents were scattered. Like Patanijali initially and subsequently various
scholars in Vedic stream, in Jain stream also scholars notably Acharya
Haribhadra Suri, Acharya Hemchandra. Shubhchandra Charya, Upadhyaya
Yashovijaya and others systemaically compiled and wrote treatises exclusively
on Yoga. Haribhadra Suri’s four works ‘Yoga Shatak’, ‘Yogavinshika’,
‘Yogabindu’ and ‘Yogadrishti’ are very elaborate and accommodating in
assimililating other view points particularly the Vedic. Hemchandracharya’s
‘Yogashastra’ is very comprehensive. Shubhachamhacharya’s ‘Jnanarnava’ deals
with almost every aspect of yoga. Upadhaya Yashovijaya wrote three texts
‘Adhyatmasara’, ‘Adhyatmopnished’ and ‘Dwibhanshit Dwavinshika’.
Suhsequently several saints explained yoga in their respective works. Presently
Acharya Tulsi, Acharya Maharajnya, Acharya Shivmuni, Chandraprabhasagar
Lalitprebhasagar have written extensively and contributed immensely in
popularising and spreading Yoga concepts and practices. There is almost unique
synergy and no substantial difference except in some nomenclature and
modification in Jain and Vedic streams.

In Jainism ‘Yoga’ has two connotations. One is ‘Samadhi’ (the ultimate
or salvation) and other ‘Samyoga’ (Union i.e. which connects or are means). The
term ‘Yoga’ has been mentioned in both these aspects i.e.

“;qfDr% ;kstua] ;qT;rs bfr o ;ksxs%A”

In ancient Jain scriptures the word ‘Yoga’ has been used generally for
activities of mind, speech and body and discipling, regulating them.

“frfogs tks, i..kÙks ratgk & e.ktks,] obtks,] dk;tks,A”
(Thanang Sutra 3)
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- “Mind, speech and body are three modes of Yoga”.

“t;;a fogjkfg tksxoa] v.kqik;k iaFkk nq:rjkA
v.kqlkl.kes"k iDdesa] ohjsfga lEea ios’;AA2@1@11AA”

- Sutrakritanga

- “One should carry out every activity with discipline, cautiously and
carefully so that no hearm is done to any living being including self”.

“vë io;.k;kekvks lfebZ xqÙkh rgos ;A
iapso ; lfebZvks rvks xqfÙk;ks vkfg;kAA24@1AA”
“bfj;kHkklsl.kknk.ks mPpkjs lfibZ b;A
e.kxqIrho;xqIrh dk;xqfIr ; vëekAA24@2AA”

- Uttaradhyana Sutra

“bZ;kZ Hkk"kSl.kknku fu{ksiksRlxZ laKdk%AA18@3AA”
“okDdk;fpÙktkusd lko| çfrca/kdA
f=;ksxjks/kuaok L;k|Ùkn~xqfIr =;aAA18@4AA”

- Jnanavnava by Shubhachadracharya

One should abide by eight-fold discipline categorised as five ‘Samitis’
and three ‘Guptis’. Samitis are five ‘Irya’, ‘Bhasa’, ‘Yashna’, ‘Adan-nikshop’
and ‘Uchhar’. ‘Irya’ is discipline and caution in walking, sitting and all activities
of body, ‘Bhasa’ is same in speech, ‘Yashna’ is in food, drinks, clothes etc.,
‘Adan-nikshop’ is in picking and placing things properly and ‘Uchhar’ or
‘Utsarg’ is putting or disposing excreta, urine and other waste at p laces, in such a
way that no harm is done to any. Three ‘Guptis’ imply restrain in all activities of
mind, speech and body.

“dkys.k fuD[k;s fyD[kw dkys.k ; ifMDd;sA
vdkya p fofoTtrk dkys dkya lek;jsAA1@31AA”

- Uttaradhyan Sutra

“All activities should be undertaken according to proper time schedule
and no activity be undertaken at improper time”. This will ensure proper time
management, efficiency and undisturbed biological clock.

“iwoZ 'kks/kua rrks fujks/k%AA1@15AA”
- Manonushasnam – Acharya Tulsi

The activities of all the three modes of yoga should first be cleansed of all
wrong indulgences and then withdrawn from everything bad and harmful. The
word ‘Nirodhah’ should not imply cessation or stoppage which would mean
death. Even Arhats in their purest and most enlightened state do no stop mental,
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speech and body activities, of course they are channelised into pious thoughts,
words and actions.

“,dkxzs cfgo`ZfÙkfujks/k%A”

“Nirodh implies full concentration in any activity being undertaken
whether of mind, speech or body without wavering into other activities.

The entire philosophy, concept and practice of yoga, its principles,
instruments, modes, means, steps and contrivances have all been condensed and
put in one stanza.

“lE;Xn’kZuKkupkfj=kf.k eks{kekxZ%AA1@1AA”
- Tatvarth Sutra by Umaswati

- “Rational belief, attitude, Rational knowledge/understanding and Rational
conduct, the three combined and simultaneously imbibed and followed
will put the aspirants on right path, making his life/journey happy,
peaceful, harmonious and eventually lead to attain the state of highest
purity and enlightenment, call it salvation or whatever name of almost
tranquility and equanimity, free from all sorrows, pains, worries,
prejudices, attachments and full of, compassion, love and benediction for
one and all. These three are adored as three precious jewels. The whole
edifice of Jain philosophy, metaphysics, interactions, interrelations and
code of conduct is built on the solid foundation of rationality in the three
aspects, the three jewels for peace, progress and attainment of the
ultimate, the highest, the most pious state. The elaborate sets of principles
and sub-principles, various rules and sub rules, steps and sub steps, vows
and their transgressions, causes and effects, methods and methodologies,
processes and sub processes, cautions and precautions, chronology and
history are all expansions of these three fundamentals.

In Jain Yoga mode or process of journey or progress there are fourteen
stages called ‘Gunsthanas’ (qualitative progressive stages) from rudimentary
minimal stage of utmost darkness or ignorance to the stage of highest purity and
enlightenment. The fourteen stages denote the gradual progress by adopting more
and more good actions, vows and practices in all the three modes of yoga-the
mind, speech and body. The fourteen stages are :

“fePNks lkl.k feLlks] vfojnlE;ks nslfojnks ;A
fojnk ieÙk bnjks] viqOo vkf.k;ë lqgeks ;AA
molar [f.keksg] ltksxnsoyhft.kks vtksxh ;A
pmnl xq.kBk.kkf.k] des.k fl)k ;k .kknOokAA”
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Mithyatva, Sasadhan, Misra, Avirat Samyaktva, Deshvirat, Pramatta virat,
Apramatta virat, Apurva Karan, Anivritikaran, Sukshma Sampraya, Upshant
Kashaya, Kshin Kashaya, Sayog Kevli, Ayog Kevli are fourteen gunsthanas,
stages of sequential qualitative progress.

1. Mithyatva or utmost irrationality : It is the stage of utmost ignorance and
darkness and all actions and attitudes are in wrong directions.

2. Sasadan : It indicates slight, improvement in attitude and action.

3. Mishra : It is a mixed stage, wavering between rational and irrational.

4. Avirat Samyaktva : In this stage realisation of rationality comes but vows
are not adopted properly in letter and spirit. But this does not mean that
the realisation or change is only in attitude and not at all in conduct. The
person in this stage also follows, may be minimum code of conduct. He
abstains from wine and non-vegetarian diet and proceeds on right path.

5. Deshvrat : In this stage five vows of non-violence, truth, non-stealing,
non-acquisition (disproportionate) and celibacy are adopted with
reasonable relaxations. This is the stage of a good house holder, and as
such carries on his responsibilities of his profession and in the process, if
need arises has to resort to violence also in self defence.

6. Pramatt Sanyat : It is an initial stage of an ascetic, a recluse. He adopts
vows in letter and spirit but with occasional unawareness (Pramad).

7. Apramatt Sanyat : When the ascetic is in full awareness or mindfulness in
practising his vows.

8. Apurvakarn : The aspirant proceeds further and attains more purity in his
three modes of mind, speech and body.

9. Anivritikaran : The aspirant proceeds and progresses further with higher
purity, awareness or concentration. The previous stage may be equated
with sixth stage ‘Dharna’ (Concentration) of Patanjali Yoga and this stage
with seventh stage ‘Dhyan’ (Contemplation).

10. Sukshmasmpraya : The ascetic minimizes his emotions of anger, variety,
hypocrisy and greed to almost nil.

11. Upshantkashaya : The four emotions are completely subdued but not
totally destroyed and may arise on wavering from the right path.
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12. Kshinakashya : The bad emotions are totally annihilated.

13. Sayogkevli : It is highest enlightened and purest stage of omniscience.

14. Ayoagkevli : It has four stages of highest from of contemplation (Dhyan)
and corresponds to the eighth stage ‘Samadhi’ of Patanjali yoga.

These fourteen stages are described in detail in Jain canonical scriptures
and contemporary literature. However, Jain Acharyas, Yoga scholars adopted
more or less the eight stages mentioned by Patanjali with changed or unchanged
nomenclature and relevant modifications in conformity with Jain tenets.

“;ekfn;ksx;qDrkuka [ksnkfn ifjgkjr%A
v}s"kkfnxq.kLFkkua Øes"k.kk lrka erkAA2@16AA”

- Yogdrishtisamuchhaya by Haribhadrasari

- “Yama and other seven steps are free from spiritual demerits and are the
seats of spiritual merits like non-enmity”

Haribhadrasuri found it difficult to make traditional Jain scheme of
fourteen Gunsthanas run parallel to Patanjali’s eight angas and adopted similar
eight steps.

Acharya Haribhadra Suri the most prolific writer on Yoga coined the
eight stages almost similar to those of Patanjali Yoga.

“fe=k rkjk cyk nhçk fLFkjk dkUrk çHkk ijkA
ukekfu ;ksx n`f"Vuk y{k.ka p fucks/krAA2@13AA”

- Yogadrishtisamuchhaya by Haribhadra Suri

- “The eight stages of yoga are Mitra, Tara, Bala, Dipra, Sthira, Kanta,
Prabha and Para corresponding sequentially to Yama, Niyama, Asana,
Pranayama, Pratihara, Dharana, Dhyana and Samadhi in Patanjali Yoga.
All the eight steps have a very close similarities with the practices in
Jainism.

1. Yama (Austerity) : Patanjali has adopted in verbatim the five essential
vows prescribed in Jainism.

“fgek·u`rLrs;kczã ifjxzgsH;ks fojfrZoraAA7@1AA”
- Tatvartha Sutra by Uma Swati

“ik.kog&eqlok;k&vnÙk&esg.k&ifjXxgk fofj.kksAA30@24AA”
- Uttaradhyayana Sutra
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“fgalk;keo`rs Lrs;s eSFkqus p ifjxzgA
fojfr ozrfHkR;qDra loZlRokuqdEidS%AA8@6AA”

- Jnanarnava by Shubhchandracharya

- “Not to commit five sins namely violence, falsehood, stealing, indulgence
in sex and acquisition beyond bare needs.”

“vfgalk&lqu`rk·Lrs;&czãpk;kZ·ifjx`gkA
iapfe% iapfHk;qZDrk] HkkoukfHkfoeqDr;sAA1@19AA”

- Yogshastra by Htemchandracharya

- “Ahimsa (Non injury), truth, non-stealing, continence and non-possession
are five major vows”.

“bgkfgalkn;% ip lqçfl/k ;ek% lrke~A
vifjxzgksi;ZurkLr;sPNkfn prqfoZnkAA7@214AA”

- Yogdrishtisamuchhaya by Haribhadrasuri

- “Five noble traits of character are from non-injury to non-greed (i.e. non-
injury, truthfulness, non-stealing, sex-control and non-greed). The flour
traits of Yama are by intention, by activity, by firmness and by
accomplishment.

2. Niyama (Rules) : This enjoins cleanliness and purity. In Jainism there is
mandatory emphasis on purity of mind, speech and body of self (person)
and also of ambient environment. The twelve austerities (Tapas) six
external and six internal are practices to cleanse mind and body.

“vu’kukoekSn;Zo`fÙk ifjla[;ku
jlifjR;kxfofoDr’k¸;klu dk;Dys’kk ckáa ri%AA9@19AA”

“çk;kf’prfou;oS;ko`R; Lok/;k;O;qrlxZ/;kuku;qÙkje~AA9@20AA”
- Tatwarthsutra by Umaswati

- “Discipline in taking meals, taking less than hunger, fasting, abstaining
from taking certain heavy food such as butter, oil, not caring for comforts
while sitting, sleeping, reading are external tapas.

Repentance for one’s wrong deeds, humility, service to help others in
disease, needs etc. to renounce material things, studying and meditations are
internal tapas.
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There is earnest concern for preservation and cleanliness of ambient
environment. In Jainism all of the main constituents of environment are
classified and regarded as living beings as humans and it is enjoined that they
should not be harmed or destroyed.

“iq<ohthok iq<ks lÙkk] vkmthok rgk·x.khA
okmthok iq<ks lrk] r.k:D[kk lch;xkAA11@1@7AA”

“lOokfga v.kqtqÙkfga] ifrea ifMysg;kA
lOos vDdarnq[kk;] vrks lOos u fgal;kAA11@1@9AA”

- Sutrakritanga

“All Earth forms (Soils, minerals), Water forms (rivers, lakes, springs
etc.), Energy-forms, Air-forms, Plant-forms are living beings and feel pain, want
to live. Therefore they should not be harmed or destroyed.”

“vÙkles NfIIdk,AA10@1@5AA”
- Dashvaikalik Sutra

- “One should consider all these life-forms like himself...”

Like human beings and animals all these constituents of environment
have their respective carrying capacities and rejuvenating time-cycles. If they are
harnessed within these limits, no harm will be done, there will be no pollution,
no degradation or extinction.

“o;a p fofÙkayCHkkeks] u ; dksbZ mogEebZA
vgkxfMlq jh;ars] iqIQslq Hkejk tgkaAA1@1@4AA”

- Dashvaikalik Sutra

- “One should utilise, harness or take from these as the insect like Bhramar,
Honeybee etc. take nectar from flowers in very small quantity from each
flower and without giving any pain and simultaneously helping the plants
in pollination.

“cU/ko/kPNsnkfrekjkjksi.kkUuikufujks/kkAA7@25AA”
- Tatvarthasutra by Umaswati

- “All these should not be harmed by confinement (such as constructing
dam on river, stopping flow of air, not providing required space for plants
to grow), killing or destroying, pricking angling (like mining), putting
pressure i.e. exploiting or utilising beyond their carrying capacities and
not providing sufficient sustenance (such as water, nutrients to plants
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etc.). These are transgressions of the vow of non-violence which the
aspirants should refrain.”

Non-violence (Ahinsa) is most important in Jainism and even slightest
transgressions are not acceptables. It should be followed in all the three Yogas
(modes) mind, speech and body. Not only that one should abide by it himself,
but should not get violence committed by others and should not even acquisae
violence by others. Paradoxically Jain monks who are ordained to follow it
vigorously absolve themselves by passing the responsibility on house-holders.
They consider cooking of meals as violence, do take meals but pass the buck on
house holders. They take water, considered a life-form after getting it made life-
less by house holders. It is shear irressponsibility. They violate the very principle
that they should not only commit violence themselves but also should not get it
committed by others and should not even acquisce violence by others.

3. Asana (Postures) :

“;su ;su lq[kklhuk fon/;qfu’pya eu%AA28@11AA”
- Jnanarnava by Shubhachandracharya

- “The posture should be such that is comfortable and can facilitate
concentration of mind”.

“lq[kklulek;qDr cyk;ka n’kZue~ n`<+e
loZ=fLFkfreso lq[kklue~AA3@49AA”

- Yogdrishtishamuchhaya by Haribhadrasuri

- “One should adopt comfortable sitting posture which is feasible every
where, to proceed to have firm understanding of things and activities”.

“i;ZD³~e)Zi;ZD³~d otza ohjklua rFkkA
lq[kkjfoUniwoZ p dk;ksRlxZ’p leer%AA28@10AA”

- Jnarnava by Shubhashandrachaya

- “Paryank, Ardha Paryank, Vajrasana, Virasana, Sukhasana, Kamlasan are
suitable postures for meditation.

“dk;ksRlxZ’p i;Z³d iz’kLra dSf’pnhfjraA
nsfguka oh;ZoSdY;kRdkynks"ks.k laizfrAA28@12AA”

- Jnanarnava by Shubhehandracharya

- “Because strength or capacity is reduced in these times, Padmasan and
Kayaklesh, the two postures are advised by Acharyas”.
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“okrkrirq"kkjk/kStZUrqtkrSjusdj%A
—rklut;ks ;ksxh [ksfnrks·fi u f[k|rsAA28@32AA”

- Jnanavnava by Shubhehandracharya

- “Practioner who masters posture does not feel pain or sorrow when
troubled by heat, cold or storm and also by various creatures”.

Hemchandracharya in Yogshastra describes various postures but
concludes that only comfortable and steady posture is desirable :

“i;ZD³~dohj ot+kCt Hkæn.MlukfupA
mRdfVdk xksnksfgdk dk;ksRlxZLrFkklue~AA4@124AA”

- “Paryankasna, Virasana, Vajrasna, Padmasna, Bhadrasna, Dandasna,
Utkatikasna, Godihikasna, Kayotsarga etc. are yoga postures”

“lq[kklue leklhu%-----AA4@135AA”

- “Comfortable and steady posture is desirable”

There is mention of postures in various scriptures Sutrakritanga,
Brihatkalpbhashya, Uttaradhyayana etc. ‘Kayaklesha’ prescribed in Jainism
implies practices of sitting, standing, sleeping etc. to condition the body to
tolerate hardship or discomfort while undertaking various activities. But
Shubhchangracharya has warned against practising of odd and articulated Asanas
(postures) in his work ‘Jnanarva’ :

“vklukH;kl oSdYik}iq%LFkS;±u fo|rsAA28@31AA”

- “Practice of odd postures create uneasiness and unstable state and causes
sadness”.

4. Pranayam (Breathing) :

Breathing practices to regulate, control, extend and stop breathing have
been mentioned in Jain scriptures in similar details as in vedic scriptures.

“ukfHkLdU/kkf}fu"dkUra âR;nyksnje/;xe~A
}kn’kkUrs lqfoJkUra rT>s;a ijes’oje~AA29@7AA”

- Jnanarnava by Shubhachandracharya

- “The air coming from naval and passing through lotus shaped heart
centre, reaching and staying at the centre of top of head should be
considered God who is lord of this air”.
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Here air is described as Kundalini power which is aroused by breathing
practices. Such a concept of god as mentioned here is vedic and not Jain.

“f=/kk y{k.kHksnsu laLe`r% iwoZlqfjfHk%A
iwjd% dqEHkd’pSo jspdLrnuUrje~AA29@3AA”

- Jnanarnava by Shubhachandracharya

- “Breathing exercise comprises inhaling, suspension and exhaling”.

“izk.kk;keks xfrPNsn% 'okliz’okl;kseZr%A
jspd% iwjd’pSo dqEHkd’psfr l fe/kk%AA5@4AA”

- Yogshastra by Hemchandracharya

- “Pranayam (Breathing exercise) is in three ways inhalation, suspension
and exhalation”.

In other Jain scriptures on Yoga also Pranayam has been described in the
same way as in Vedic scriptures. There is similar mention of lotus shaped
charkas, colours, length of exhaled air and superstitious beliefs of various good
and bad effects of breathing, curing of diseases, even for telling future including
death, through alternate nostrils in different periods. Surprisingly the same
writers eulogising pranayam have decried it also as an impediment in the path of
progress and achieving the ultimate salvation.

“izk.kk;keks u 'kL;rsAA30@8AA”
“izk.kL;k;eus ihM+k rL;ka L;knk=ZlEHko%AA30@9AA”
“ukfrfjDra Qya lw=s izk.kk;kekRizdhfrZre~AA30@10AA”

- Jananarva by Shubhachandracharya

“Pranayam is not worth doing for aspirants for ultimate salvation as it is
an impediment. It is painful and instrumental to create mental tension, harmful
mental state (Arta Dhyan). It does not have any beneficial effect.”

Similar irrelevance and harmful effects have been mentioned in
Yogashastra by Hemchandracharya :

“-----izk.kL;k;eus ihM+k rL;ka L;kfPp=fjIyo%AA6@4AA”
“iwj.ks dqEHkus pSo jspus p ifjJe%A
fp= laLys’kdj.kku~AA6@5AA”

- “Mind is troubled, does not get stability by Pranayam i.e. inhaling,
suspending, exhaling involve hard labour, produce grief and aggrieved
state of mind.
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“iz.kk;keorh nhizk u ;ksxksRFkkuoR;ye~AA3@57AA”
- Yogarishtisamuchhaya by Haribhadrasuri

- “Pranayam (Dipra) is not helpful in yoga progress”.

5. Pratyahar :

It is a very important step and enjoins on the aspirant to control and
withdraw the mind from indulgence in objects of five senses of touch, taste,
smell, sight and hearing. In Jain scriptures it has been ordained as an essential
ingredient both for the laity (house holder) as well as the ascetic (recluse).

“bfUnz;S% le;k—"; fo"k;sE;% iz’kkUr/kh%A
/keZ/;ku—rs rLeku~ eu% dqohZr fu’pye~AA6@6AA”

- Yogshastra by Hemchandra Charya

- “By withdrawing mind and sense organs from sense objects, the aspirant
makes his mind stable, gets tranquility and proceeds to pious meditation
(Dharmadhyana)”

“lek—";ksfUnz;k;sZH;% lk{kapsr% iz’kkUr/kh%A
;= ;=sPNk /kÙks l izR;kgkj mP;rsAA30@1AA”

- Janarnva by Shubhcahandracharya

- “Withdrawing and controlling mind and sense organs from sense objects
and sensual pleasures and pains is Pratyahara”.

“fLFkjk;ka n’kZua fuR;a izR;kgkj unso pA
—R;eHkzkUreu/ka lw{e cks/klefUore~AA5@154AA”
“,oa foosfduks /khjk izR;kgkj ijkLRFkkAA5@158AA”

- Yogdrishtisamuchhaya by Haribhadra Suri

- “Sthira (fifth stage of yoga which corresponds to pratyahar of Patanjali)
implies sense control i.e. the sense organs following the lead of mind
rather than pursuing their respective objects.”

6. Dharna (Concentration)
7. Dhyana (Contemplation)
8. Samadhi (Identification)

These three steps are progressive stages intensifying gradually from
concentration (Dharna) on an object, continuing it is contemplation (Dhyan) and
intensification or complete absorption is identification (Samadhi).

“dkUrk;kesrnU;s"kka izhr;s /kkj.kk ijkAA5@162AA”
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- Yogdrishtisamuchhaya by Harbhadhra Suri

- “Kanta (Haribhadra Suri’s synonym for Dharna) is concentration of mind
on one thing”.

“bR;soekfn"kq ns’ks"kq cká ok fo"k;s fpÙkL;o`frek=s.kbfr/kkj.kkA”
- Vyakhyapragyapti Bhashya

- “Concentration of mind at one place, on one object is Dharna”. This is
similar to Patanjali’s definition.

Dhyan the seventh stage is continuation of such concentration established
in sixth stage.

“rfLeuns’ks /;s;kRuEcuL; izR;;L;S drkurkln`’k%
izokg% izR;;kUrjs.kkijke`"Vks /;kue~AA”

- Vyakhya Pragypti Bhashya

- “When concentration continues, it is Dhyan (Contemplation)”.

In Jain system of yoga there is great emphasis on meditation and it is not
confined to just sitting and contemplating but also implies undertaking all
activities of mind, speech and body with awareness and mindfulness. There are
four forms of Dhyana (meditation) described extensively and comprehensively.

“pRokfj /;kukfu izKIrkfu] r|Fkk vkrZ/;kua]
'kSnz/;kua] /keZ/;kua 'kqDy/;kue~A”
“vkrZ/;kue~ prqfoZ/ka izKIre~] r|Fkk veuksKlEiz;ksx
lEiz;qDr% -----^^euksK lEiz;ksxlEiz;qDr%] vkr³~dlEiz;ksx
lEiz;qDr%] ifjtwf"kr dke Hkksx lEiz;ksxlEiz;qDrA”
“jkSnz/;kua prqfoZ/ka izKIra r|Fkk fgalkuqcfU/k] e`"kkuqcfU/k
Lrs;kuqcfU/k] laj{k.kkuqcfU/kA”
“/keZ/;kua prqfoZ/k çKIra] r|Fkk vkKkfop;%]
vik;fop;%] foikd fop;%] laLFkku~ fop;%A”
“’kqDy/;kua prqfo/ka izKIre~] r|Fkk i`FkdRokfordZ%
lfopkjh] ,dRofordZ% vfopkjh] lw{efØ;k &
vfuofÙkZ] lEewNUu fØ;k vizfrizkrhA”

- Vyakhya Pregypti Bhashya

This classification and sub classification covers entire gamut of activities
of mind, speech and body from inferior stages to higher and higher stages till
salvation. The first two forms Artadhyan and Raudradhyan are inferior,
derogatory and should be abandoned.
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The next two Dharmadhyan and Shukladhyan are pious and instrumental
in progress tell salvation

1. Arta Dhyan : It is of four categories :

(a) Anisht Samyog (Unfavourable situations) : It is brooding over
painfully in harmful situations such as attack by enemy, in case of
being surrounded by fire or face to face with dangerous wild
animals tigers etc. to get over this Dhyan in such situations one
should not get panicy or become inactive but respond with
equanimity.

(b) Ishta viyog (Loss of pleasant situations, things). One feels pain and
unhappy on loss of something pleasant such as money, job, dear
and near ones. Equanimity can help to get out of it.

(c) Practicool vedna (Mental and body problems) in case of disease
the person broods over and over again on the pain, expresses it
intensely, cries. To get over this tolerance is necessary.

(d) Nidan : The person continues to be anxious and aspires and tries
hard to get the pleasures enjoyed in the past. The way out is to
control and withdraw from indulgences in sensuous pleasures.

2. Raudra Dhyan :

(a) Hinsanunandhi – To take pleasure in mental and body violent acts.

(b) Mrishanunandhi : To delight in speaking lies even mentally
thinking to resort to lies.

(c) Stayanunandhi : To derive pleasure in stealing bodily and even
contemplatimy mentally.

(d) Vishaysarankshanunandi : To be busy mentally and bodily about
protection of hoarded wealth.

3. Dharma Dyyan :

(a) Agya Vichaya : To contemplate and follow the teachings of
Archats mentally and bodily.

(b) Apay Vichaya : To contemplate about vows, austerities etc. as
ordained by Arhats in order to get rid of sinful activities.
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(c) Vipak Vichay : To contemplate and follow the teaching of Arhats
about causation and effect of eight karmas (Jnanavarniya and
others) and measures to ascend qualitatively (Gensthanas).

(d) Sanasthan vichay : To visualize and ponder over the composition
of the universe, its myriad constituents, animate and inamimate,
their interactions, chronology and cosmology as told by omniscient
Arhats and deliberate to follow the path to salvation which is
freedom from mundane state, sorrows and pains of births and
rebirths.

4. Shukla Dhyan :

(a) Prithakatva-vitark-vichar : Yogi contemplates on objects both
living and non living in all their diversities and diverse modes
(Dravya Paryaya), shifting from one to another.

(b) Ektva vitark vichar : In this state contemplation is on unity of
diverse modes in its entirety on one mode at a time.

(c) Sukshma Kriyapratipati : This is only in state of omniscience in
thirteenth Sayog Kevli Gunsthana when life span is about to end
i.e. in last phase of life. The ommiscient stops all activities except
subtle breathing.

(d) Samuchhinnha kriyanivritti : It is in fourteenth ‘Ayog Kevli
Gunsthana when ommscient stops even subtle activity of breathing
and then attains salvation, the ultimate. This is similar stage as
‘Samadhi’ mentioned in Patanjali’s yoga sutra.

Acharya Haribhadra Suri has also described following five categories of
yoga in his book “Yoga Bindu” :

1. Adhyatma Yoga : It is for rational understanding about the essential
nature of things by one who maintains propriety in entire conduct based
on spiritual authority and marked by an overwhelming predominence of
noble sentiments like friendliness, compassion, joy etc. Adhyatma yoga
produces destruction of evil karmas (sins), high capacity of concentration
of mind, permanent enlightenment and is like nectar open to the testimony
of self-retrospection :

“vkSfpR;kn~ ozÙk;qDrL; opukr~ rRofpUrue~A
eS;kfnlkjeR;Ure/;kRea rn~ fonksfonq%AA358AA”
“vr% iki{k;] lRoa] 'khya] Kkua p 'kk’ore~A
rFkkuqHkolafl)ee`ra g~;n ,oa rqAA356AA”
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2. Bhavanayoga : It is continuously and progressively repeating the first
Adhyatma Yoga. This produces refrainment from inauspicious
performances, inclination for auspicious ones and increment in noble
mental states :

“vH;klks·L;So foKs;% izR;ga o`f)laxr%A
eu%lekf/kla;qDr% ikSu% iqU;su HkkoukAA360AA”
“fuo`fÙkj’kqHkkU;klkPNqHkkU;klkuqdwyrkA
rFkk lqfp=oqf)’p Hkkouk;k% Qya ere~AA361AA”

3. Dhyan Yoga : In this state mind is unwavering like undistrubed flame of
lamp, contemplating only auspicious and having subtle penetrative
thinking. This endows capacity to win others, steadiness in one’s all
interactions and detachment from mundane shackles :

“’kqHkSekyEcua fpra /;kuekgqeZuhf"k.k%A
fLFkjiznhiln`’ka lw{ekHkksxlekfUore~AA362AA”
“of’krk pSo loZ= HkkoLrSfeR;eso pA
vuqcU/kO;oPNsn mndksZ·L;sfr rf}n%AA363AA”

4. Samata Yoga : In this state one does not harbour feelings of intense like
or dislike which are because of mechanizing of nescience (ignorance).
One develops right comprehension, sense of equality in relation to likes
and dislikes. Yogi does not utilize his supra-sensuous capacities, destroys
his subtle karmic bondage and breaks the threads of expectations :

“vfo|kdkfYirs"kqPpSfj"Vkfu"Vs"kq oLrq"kqA
laKkukr~ rn~O;qoklsu lerk lerksP;rsAA364AA”
“_)p;izorZua pSo lw{edeZ{k;LrFkkA
vis{kkrUrqfoPNsn% QyeL;k% izp{krsAA365AA”

5. Viritisamksaya Yoga : In this state there is cessation of wavering of mind
which is because of interactions with others and yogi is absorbed in
intense contemplation. This leads to acquisition of ommiscience and
śaileśz state which is the state characterized by cessation of all mental,
vocal or bodily operations and attains the ultimate ‘Moksha’ (Salvation)

“vU;la;ksxo`Ùkhuka ;ks fujks/kLrFkk rFkkA
v;quHkfo:is.k l rq rRla{k;ks er%AA366AA”
“vrks·fi dsoyKkua 'kSys’khlaifjxzg%A
eks{kizkfIrjukck/kk lnkuUn fo|kf;uhAA367AA”
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The great Jain yoga scholars have described yoga rationally in all realities
and details both gross and subtle. However, surprisingly they also succumbed to
the temptation of attracting gullible people by prescribing concentration and
contemplation on non-existing noumena the imaginary chakras, colours and
objects and the implicit weird and occult fantasies and hallucinations. Acharya
Mahapragya who is leading yoga scholar and yoga teacher presently has equated
imagined chakras (centres) to various endocrine glands to scientifically justify
the practice of concentration on these centres though keeping the same
nomenclature for these centres as in Vedic stream. The fact however is that such
practices sitting idle is waste of time. The best practice of Dhyan is to
concentrate and remain absorbed in the work in hand and if one masters it then it
is easier to stop wavering of mind. Acharya Mahapragya has also emphasised
meditation on imagining various colours, not actual colours face to face on the
pretence of ‘Laisyas’. Of course colours if actual and face-to-face on walls of
house or clothes will have effect because there are chemicals in them, but not in
just imagining. ‘Laisyas” are not colours but modes (emotions and thoughts)
good and bad and have only been compared with colours only to explain their
intensity and nature. The modern Jain yoga scholars and teachers are also
following both trends rational based on real phenomena as well as irrational
noumena, of course each yoga teacher introducing modifications and
articulations to establish his own distinct identity.
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9

BUDHIST STREAM OF YOGA

In Budhism also there is eight fold path prescribed to attain salvation, the
ultimate. This conforms to ‘Astanga Yoga’ of Patanjali. In Budhist ‘Patakas’
(Scriptures) the word ‘Yoga’ is used not so widely as its substitute, the word
‘Samadhi’. Budhism in principle does not subscribe to the entities like soul or
God and the ultimate ‘Nirvan’. (Salvation) which is described as ‘Shunya’
(Void). However, under the influence of prevailining philosophies it later
recognized the enlightened and benevolent Bodhisatvas as incarnation of Budha,
past, present and future. In Budhist yoga neither the rigours of various Asanas’
(Postures) as of Hatha Yoga nor the forced breathing its inhalation (Purak),
suspension (Kumbhaka) and exhalation (resbak) are prescribed or practised.
Concentration on natural normal breathing is practised. The eightfold path is
arranged in the three successive sequential stages (Skandhas) –

1. Sheel skandha
2. Samadhi skandha
3. Prajna skandha

1. Sheel Skandha : It is three fold :
(i) Samma Vacha : To abstain from falsehood and speak truth only.
(ii) Samma Kamanto : To abstain from violence, stealing, sex and

intoxicating things i.e. to adopt the vows of non-violence, non-
stealing, celibacy and not to indulge in intoxication.

(iii) Samma Ajivo : For livelihood not to engage in gambling, slavery,
any work involving violence or harm to others, cheating and
hoarding, Livelihood means should be based on detachment from
greed and on moral, legal standards.

2. Samadhi Skandha : It is also three fold :
(i) Samma Vayamo : It is to cleanse or free mind from evil, sinful

negative thoughts and exert or practise good, benevolvent positive
thoughts.

(ii) Samma Sati : Here sati or smriti does not mean memory but
awareness, consciousness or mindfulness in every act, every
moment. It is like ‘Dharna’ (Concentration).

(iii) Samma Samadhi : In this concentration is further strengthened on
pious thoughts and actions with equanimity in favourable and
pleasant as well as in unfavourable and unpleasant situations.
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Under this acharya Budhghosh has mentioned ‘Anapan Smriti’ i.e .
breathing practices. Three breathing practices to gradually enhance
concentration are prescribed :
(a) In initial stage to count breathing from one to ten, then to

one repeatedly.
(b) Abondoning counting to observe or feel breathing on lips

below the nose.
(c) To observe breathing on upper lip and take it to heart centre

and keep it there. However the fact is that breathing is
confined to lungs only and cannot be taken to heart or any
other place. It appears that there is influence of other
systems of yoga and Budhist yoga also succumbed to
imagination and noumena.

3. Prajna Skandha : It is two fold :
(i) Samma dithi : This is to observe, see, understand things as they are

in all their modes.
(ii) Samma sankalpa : It comprises three stages :

(a) Shrut prajna to know about things by hearing from teachers
or by studying scriptures.

(b) Chintan prajna : It corresponds to Dhyan (Contemplation)
or what is pious.

(c) Emotional prajna : It is similar to ‘Samadhi’ i.e. relinquish
all emotionally.

The ‘Samma’ word is same as ‘Samyaktva’ in Jainism which means
rational or right. In Jainism Rational Attitude (Samyakdarshan), Rational
knowledge or understanding and Rational Conduct constitute the three fold
simultaneously imbibed and followed path to salvation. The Prajna Skandha in
Budhism corresponds to that of Jainism and to that of Dharna, Dhyan and
Samadhi in vedic system.

The prevailing popular form of Buddhist yoga presently is ‘Vipasana’
which is similar to other forms of breath yoga but with a difference that it does
not prescribe forced longer breathing and suspensions (stoppage) as in others but
only observation or concentration on natural breathing as such. This is therefore
more natural than other forms.
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10

TIBETAN YOGA

When Budhism reached Tibet, spread and got established it was modified
to accommodate the prevailing original concepts and precepts of ‘Bon-pos’ or
‘Bonism’. It was Padmasambha, an eminent disciple of Budha who was
instrumental in popularising and establishing Budhism in Tibet. In order to
accommodate the Tibetan religion Bonism he modified Budhism to such an
extent that it changed to mixture of both Bonism and Budhism. Bonism was
mostly Tantric i.e. based on occult practices. The final form that got established
in Tibet was more tantrik than Budhist.

Tantrism views the world as consisting of contrasting antithetical
elements and relationships i.e. noumenon and phenomenon, potentiality and
manifestation, reason and effects, prana and mind, nirvana and sansara. These
dualities though apparently antithetical, are in reality inseparable unity and are
complementary. Tibetan Tantrism prescribed two folds path. First is path of
liberation or Mind Yoga which stresses observation and cultivation of innate
mind and minimum of rituals and yogic practices. Second is path of skillfulness
or Energy Yoga which conforms to karma yoga of Gita.

Subsequently Tibetan yoga deviated from Buddhist principle of voidness,
nothingness after Nirvana and started exalting Budha as omniscient and
omnipresent similar to vedic concept of God. It also incorporated vedic doctrine
of ‘Maya’ (Ilusion) that all phenomena and experiences manifested in the
universe are illusions and that all matter is devoid of self entity. The Tibetan
yoga that evolved is based on hallucinations, fantasies and illusions of fire,
dreams and even impossible sexuality in which ‘Thig le’ (Semen) is retained and
not allowed to ejaculate during intercourse and corresponds to Vajroli Mudra
(Thunderbolt Gesture) in Hatha Yoga. Tibetan Yoga comprises the following Six
Yogas of Naropa :

1. Duma (Heat) Yoga ;

The practitioner is to visualize his body as of the patron Budha, four
centres (Chakras), 7200 nadis (Channels) condensed in three main
channels – right, left and central in different colours, five elements earth,
water etc. as five different coloured light beams at naval, increasing and
spreading through out the body melting of ‘Thing Le’ (Semen) and
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dripping of snow white colour in head centre and producing bliss. All
such visualization is non existent and imaginary.

2. Illusary Body Yoga :

Yogi prays for blessing and help to red Sambhogkaya guru sitting with his
consort at the throat centre. This is practised either sitting or standing
before a mirror. He thinks that all objects in outer world are mere
manifestation of confused mind and are like mirages, dreams, bubbles,
dew and shadows. Surprising by Guru sitting with consort is not Budhist
but shaivite concept incorporated here. The qualifying word “Sambhog
Kaya” for imagined guru denotes sexually engaged and is obscene. All
the visualization mentioned here is factually unreal illusion of confused
mind but on the contrary the real world is mentioned as mirage, dream
etc. It is same as concept of ‘Maya’ in vedic tradition.

3. Dream Yoga :

This yoga practice is recognition of dreams. The yogi investigates what
causes rapid awakening from dream, tension, noise etc. Dream yoga and
illusory yoga are almost alike and former is regarded as supplementary to
latter. One of the purposes of dream yoga is to realize illusory body in
bardo (death) state and also in life time and the yogi guards himself in
frightening dream by uttering that it is first a dream only. It is considered
that the practice of illusory and dream yoga leads to purify the habitual
thoughts of samsara (worldly life), that all things are manifestations of
mind which is devoid of self-entity like dream and that both Samsara
(woldly) and Nirvana (Salvation) are unreal images and bind and liberate
nothing. This concept is also contrary to reality.

4. Light Yoga :

In this yogi visualizes (imagines) blue colour Vajvadhara with his consort
sitting at heart centre, meditates on void, conjures revelation of light,
imagines the body dissolving in light and concentrates on it. By practices
yogi will be able to unfold four lights or voids of revelations,
augmentation, attainment and finally the innate boon which will eliminate
both crude and samsaric (worldly) thoughts and will be face to face with
genuine light of sleep. The innate light is supposed to exist for all time
regardless of whether one is aware or not. Light of sleep and light of
death are parts of this innate light. The four lights of void lead to direct
realisation of Shunayata (Void) and finally it is light of fruition which is
perfect and complete realisation of Buddhahood. Since all this is in
imagination only, it cannot be reality.
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5. Bardo Yoga :

This form of Tibetan yoga is based on phenomenon of death in
imagination (but being imagination it can not be phenonmenon, the word
is used wrongly here). Yogi imagines first that the form of body
(standing) dissolves, then organ of sight dissolves and one can not see,
then mirror wisdom dissolves and mind becomes very dim and dull, then
water element dissolves and secretions of body stop, then organs of
hearing and taste and the fire element dissolve, then wisdom of activity
dissolves and one can neither act nor will and finally conciousness
dissolves and yogi as dying person experiences four lights of void and
unconscious also dissolves into light and light of death-the innate light
emerges and all delusory manifestations of Bardo (Death) will appear.
The yogi attains weird powers as to travel anywhere without obstruction,
to become invisible, is clairvoyant and telepathic. The maximum period
of bardo life (this yoga practice) is 7 days and can be repeated 7 times i.e.
for total 49 days. The caution prescribed is that only a yogi in advance
stage should practice it and should not ignore the instructions. This form
of Tibetan yoga is also a weird fantasy.

6. Transformation Yoga :

This form of yoga is devised to deliver one’s consciousness to Buddha’s
pureland or higher realm of birth. The practioner visualizes himself as
body of patron Buddha itself. Yogi also imagines Buddha sitting in the
sky and five coloured light radiating at heart centre. He then gently
mutters “Gha” seven times. In four days he will experience itch at the top
of head and in this centre a lump will arise and secret yellowish liquid
which is sign of accomplishment.

Tiben yoga forms are more fantasies, illusions, confusions and tantric
rather than Buddhist. Buddhism aims at real enlightenment. None of these
conform to scientific scrutiny. In scientific terms these are “Cont and
Syndromes” and “Tunnel Visions” and are mental aberrations and can be
induced artificially by stimulating respective parts of brain by electric
stimulation.
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11

ZEN AND SUFI YOGA

Zen Yoga :

Zen is Japanese word from word “Dhyan”. The special name for Zen in
Japanese is “Konemama” or “Sommama” which mans “Thisness of Life”. There
is considerable influence of Budhism in Japan. Zen may be off shoot of Buddhist
yoga but in a modified form. Zen Philosophy is man-centric and not god-centric.
It subscribes that man is carrying god in himself as a potentiality. This concept
also is similarly to Jain concept that each soul has a potential to attain the
ultimate purest and highest stage of enlightened called godhood. Zen looks
humanity with undivided vision. Then is no ‘there’ and it is all here. ‘Moment’ is
all and there is no other time and space. Zen yoga is centred on the moment and
not past or future and on here and not anything there or elsewhere. This implies
concentration by every individual on every act, every moment which is same as
awareness or midnfulness, prescribed and empahsised in vedic, Jain and
Buddhist yoga also.

According to Zen, there s no god, sitting somewhere in heaven, creating
and controlling life, existence and all. It believes that there is no controlled life
and that life is moving of its own accord in harmony. If there is god, an outside
authority, then one loses dignity and it will be slavery. A person believing in god
cannot be religious because god will dominate and destroy freedom. God in “Old
Testament” says, “I am a very jealous god, cannot tolerate any other god. For
those not with me, I am a very violent and cruel god and punish them by
throwing into eternal fire of hell”.

In Zen there is no god, no book and no prophet. It is non-conceptual and
practices immediacy, moment to moment. It instructs to drop all ideologies
which actually divide people. In Zen yoga practice one should be empty and look
into nature of things as such without ingrained biases of various forms, religious
and cultural. It considers the world as one, nothing is separate, everything is
joined, interlinked and pulsates together, whole life is as if a net. Even a small
here, say a leaf is joined with farthest star and if something happens to leaf, same
is going to happen with star also. Existence is one family. This resembles the
quantum theory. According to scientist Wheeler there is “Quantum Foam” in
which every particle is connected with every other particle with a quantum
interconnectedness. Neither an electron nor any other object has any intrinsic
properties independent of environment. Atoms and subatomic particles,
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electrons, protons, neutron and even quarks behave in response to environment
which is collective whole. The latest theory of ‘Quarkentanglement’ under
experimentation also supports zen point of view.

However, zen yoga practices prescribe passivity. It advises to simply sit
idle or lie down, doing nothing. This is contrary to its own concept that
everything is pulsating and acting. Passivity is negation of life itself. But
unfortunately passivity is not practised in Zen yoga only but in all other forms of
yoga. Sitting idly, concentrating on breath or non-existent or real object, reciting,
repeating hymns (mantras) and even devotional songs is all idling and waste of
lime.

Sufi Yoga :

This is Islamic form of yoga, though orthodox clerics decry yoga as un-
islamic. Firoz Bakht Ahmed in his article “Yoga Beyond Religion” (The Times
of India, February 8, 2003) asserts that there is no such thing as Yoga being
‘haram’ (disallowed) in Islam. According to him Islamic yoga is a reality, there
is no conflict and actually Islam and yoga together make a mutually beneficial
holistic synergy. Asharf F. Nizami in his book “Namaz, the Yoga of Islam”
(published by D.B. Taraporevela, Mumbai, 1977) writes that in “namaz” various
constituents like “sijdak” is like “shirshasana”, “quayam” is “vajrasan” and
“Ruku” is “paschimothanasana”. Maintaining a healthy and fit body is a
requirement in Islam as body is considered a gift from Allah. According to
Badrul Islam “Salat” – the five times prayer a day resembles physical exercises
of yoga asanas. Hakim G.M. Chishti in his book “Book of Sufi Healing” writes
that life from its beginning to end, is one continuous set of breathing practices
and that the holy “Quaran” in addition to all else it is a set of breathing practices.
Abdul a Quari Basit of Egypt (who melodiously recite Quaran whose recitation
of Quaran is considered the best till date), practised breathing exercise exactly
similar to pranayam and was able to recite surah by holding his breath for such a
long duration that even medical experts were amazed. The purpose of “Yoga”
and sufi life style (Tariqat-e-Naqshbandi) are similar since both aim at achieving
mystical union with the ultimate reality “Brahma” (Vedic) or “Allah’ (Islamic).
Interestingly Firoz Bakhat explains that the word “Ohm” according to Urdu or
Arabic alphabet is formed from three alphabets – Alif, Wo and Meam,
Abbreviations of which i.e. “Alif” means “Allha”, “Wao or Wa” means “and”
while “Meam” means “Mohammad”.

Sufism is from Arabic word “tsawwuf” i.e. “Suf” which means wool as
Sufis wear woolen clothes and wool is the garb of animals, signifying that a sufi
has to become as innocent as an animal. Another interpretation of word “Sufa” is
purification and cleanliness. The third interpretation is that it is from the Hebrew
root “ains of” which means absolute, infinite and a sufi’s search for it, Sufi is
absent minded and only in flesh in the world. Sufi believes that supreme or God
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can be realized by simple methods and there is no need for subtle or gross
philosophising. Though Sufis claim to be realistic, pragmatic, existential and
experimental. They are as a matter of fact, appear from their beliefs and
practices, escapist from the din and duties of wordly life.

The orthodox authors consider Sufism to be based on Quaran and Adith
(Sayings of prophet) and thus a reality of many dimensions, touching every facet
of human life and existence. Sufi is supposed to have no fear, but if based on
Quaran, then fear is a precondition. In Quran God says “fear me if you have faith
(Quran III, Sura 175). Sufis practice “Sokr” which means intoxication or
drunkanness, described as spiritual state in which sufi loses awareness of all,
everything accept beloved God. Thereafter they practices “Salw” which mean
sobriety after introxication. There is difference of opinion as some prefer
introxiation to sobriety. There is practice of ‘Fana’ also, a spiritual state in which
there is annihilation of attributes of human nature. This may be likened to state
of Samadhi in Vedic yoga. Another practice of “Baga” is also a spiritual state
which means subsistence through attributes of God. Sufi also practices
relinquishing one by one from infancy to maturity, first to last and the same in
reverse order from last to first. It is claimed that it is not regression because
regression according to Sufis is an unconscious flight but in their case it is a
conscious and willful movement towards reality. But fact remains that it is flight,
escapism from worldly life and its responsibilities. As in other yoga systems, in
Sufism also there are various modes and practices.
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12

ANTITHETIC NEGATIVITY IN
YOGA SCRIPTURES

Yoga is union. It is addition not subtraction, positive not negative, love
not hate, mutualism not predation, association not dissociation, cooperation not
competition, pleasure not, sorrow, harmony not chaos and compassion not
repulsion. The objective of yoga is happiness not only for one-self but for others
also. If any effort which is self-confined for good or happiness for self only, it is
selfishness not yoga. As such any concept of negativity in yoga is its antithesis.
It is therefore imfortunate that even great yoga teachers and scholars have
viewed this world, its bounties and beauties and its mutuaity and interdependent
interrelations as causes for sorrows, miseries and all sorts of problems for a yogi.

This antithetic concept appears to be the result of medieval history as
most of the available literature was written around that period since about 2000
years and after that. During long years of history this country suffered from
incessant repeated invasions of barbarians who indulged in rampant loost, arson,
rape, cruelty, tortures and all sorts of heinous atrocities. Even recent historical
memoirs of Shambhaji, son of Shivaji reveal the scenario. Shambhaji revolted
against his father and joined mughal army commander Afzal beg. He has written
elaborate memoirs. He has mentioned that whenever, wherever the mughal
armies passed through the villages and towns enroute attrocities of loot, arson
and rape were committed on inhabitants. It was all so fearful and frightening that
people would try to escape and run away for protection of one self, leaving even
near and dear ones. It was a situation of psychological urge of self protection as
is seen in case of fire in a house when the person as a fist impulse runs out and it
is only later that he thinks about a near and dear one to rescue if possible. The
attorcities during the invasions were of such a scale that people started viewing
the world as miserable and affinities of cooperative interrelations were shattered.
People started believing that all relations are selfish. The governance in the
country was also fragmented and numerous rulers big and small were fighting
among themselves, helping the invaders against each other rather than protecting
the people in their areas. The people lost the will even to make any effort to unite
and prepare to fight for protection. It was in this scenario of utter helplessness
that concept and practice of surrender to one God or one or other deity came and
people left everything to God or deity, relinquishing or denying the potential of
human responsibilities, endeavour and effort. Devotional yoga is outcome of this
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period because whole physche of people at large got so much depressed that
nothing else was thought to be possible.

Such attitude of inaction is prevailing and growing in modern times also
in respect of hopes promised by pseudosaints, astrologers, ritualists, tantriks etc.
who for their own selfish gains and professional income mislead people that
successes, good fortunes, cures from diseases can be obtained by performing
certain rituals, worshiping planets, wearing amulets, reciting hymns etc. without
any personal effort. Some cheats even undertake rituals, tapas etc. on behalf of
clients and promise to transfer thus gained fortune (Punya) to them. This is gross
violation of precepts given in all scriptures of all religions that good fortune
(Punya) can only be earned by one’s own efforts, good conduct, austeritiy,
charity, compassion, emotional control etc. There is no substitute to this. But
people at large have inherent weakness to shirk action and want to get things
without effort and this weakness is exploited by professional cheats in garb of
religion, astrology, tantra etc.

The following quotes from canonical scriptures give melancholy and
antithetical view of the world :

(i) “ekeqisR; iqutZUe nq%[kkOy;e’kk’ore~AA8@15AA”
- Gita

- “Birth in the world is full of sorrow and sufferings”.

(ii) “;s fg laLi’kZtk Hkksxk nq%[k;ksu; ,orsAA5@22AA”
- Gita

- “Pleasures born out of contacts with objects are sources of pain”.

(iii) In “Jnanarnava” by Shubhchandracharya the view of the world is
extremely negative :

(a) “nq[kk.kZoxra fo’oa fjosP; fojra cq/kSAA1@38AA”

- “The world is to be understood as drowned in sea of
miseries”.

(b) “Hk`’ka nq%[kTokykfup;fufpra tUexgue~AA1@49AA”

- “The world is like a dense forest enveloped by fierce fire of
miseries”.

(c) “losZ lEcU/kk foinkLine~AA2@9AA”

- “All human relations are cause of adversity”.
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(d) “loZnsok:tkØkUra loZnso’kqpsx`Zge!A
loZnkiruizk;a nsghuka nsgiTtje~AA2@8AA”

- “The human body is always engulfed in various diseases, is
full of impurities and is prone to down fall.”

Hopefully this negative view point about human body is repudiated in the
following :

“’kjhj ek|a [kyq/ke lk/kue~A”
- Kumarsambhava by Kalidasa

- “It is the physical human body which is instrumental for all types of good
deeds – spiritual or religious”

This view is now accepted by Jain Yoga teachers also. Acharya
Mahapragya is very explicit that human body is very precious, should be cared
properly and kept healthy. Physiologically the cleaning system in human body is
so perfect that no other system in man-made factories or municipal management
can match. It is even adapting and withstanding the pollution of air, water and
food which is slow poisoning. The fact is that diseases or problems of body are
only because of unnatural wrong life styles and increasing pollution.

“fgj.;;hiqje~] vijkftre~] ve`rsuko`Ùkkeiqje~”
- Atharvaveda

- “Human body is as if engulfed in nectar of peace, wealth and happiness”.

Shubhchandracharya in Jnanarnava further states :

“o;qfoZf) :tkØkUra tjkØkUr% p ;kSoue~AA2@20AA”

- “The human body is full of diseases and miseries of old age which are
imminent and inherent in youth-age”.

(iv) Similar views are mentioned in Yogdrishtisammuchhaya by Acharya
Haribhadra Suri :

(a) “{kqæks ykHkjfrnhZuks eRljh Hk;oku 'kB%A
vKks HkokfuuUnh L;kfUu"QykjEEl³~xAA4@76AA”

- “A person who welcomes the worldly existence is petty, profit
hungry, miserable, jealous, fear-stricken, ignorant and busy doing
futile things”.
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(b) “nq%[k:iks Hko% loZmPNsnks·L;dqr% dFke~AA3@44AA”

- “The whole course of worldly existence is misery”

(c) “{kkjkEHkrqY; bg p Hko;ksxks·f[k.kkser%AA3@62AA”

- Worldly activity of whatever kind is akin to salty water”

(d) “/keZnfi Hkou Hkksx% izk;ks·uFkkZ; nsfguke~A
pUnukfi laHkwrks ngR;so gqrk’ku%AA5@160AA”

- “Even the worldly enjoyment required as a result of virtuous acts
is conducive to undesirable consequences just as fire produced
even from sandalwood also burns.”

(e) In Yogabindu Acharya Haribhadra Suri wrote

“lalkjknL; fuosZnLrFkksPps% ikjekfFkZd%A
laKkup{kq"kk lE;d~ rUuSxqZ.;ksiyfC/kr%AA3@341AA”

- “His (Samyagdrishti’s) disgust with worldly existence is
absolutely genuine, for he has properly realised the worthless
character of worldly existence”.

(v) Acharya Hemchandra in Yogshastra Wrote :

“jlk·l`XekalesnksLFk&eTtk’kqØkk·UizopZlke~A
v’kqphuka ina dk;% 'kqfpRoa rL; rRdqr%AA4@72AA”

- “How the body that stores chyme, blood, flesh, fat, bones, marrow,
semen, entrails, excreta, to be pure and holy?”

(vi) “tEea nqD[ka tjk nqD[ka jksxk;ej.kkf.k ;A
vgks nqD[kks fg lalkjks tRFk dhlfUr tUrdksAA19@15AA”

- Uttaradhyana Sutra

- “The world is full of miseries Birth is sorrow, death is sorrow, disease is
sorrow, old age is sorrow.”

In Jain stream of yoga it is prescribed that twelve “Anuprekshas”
(Concepts or feelings) regarding the world, relations, body and religion should
be contemplated in conjunction with Dhyana (Meditation). Of these first six are
negative concepts. The twelve concepts (Anusrekhas) as mentioned by
Hemchandracharya in Yoga Shastra are :

“lkE;a L;kfUueZeRosu rR—rs Hkkouk% J;sr~A
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vfuR;rke’kj.ka HkoesdRoeU;rke~AA4@55AA”

“v’kkSpeklzofof/ka laoja deZfutZjkA
/keZLokjO;krrka yksda }kn~’khZ cksf/kHkkouke~AA4@56AA”

- “Equanimity is attained through detachment which is facilitated and
strengthened by contemplation of following twelve concepts and feelings
(Bhawanas or Anuprekshas) :

1. Anitya Bhavana (Concept of Transience) : To contemplate that every
thing in this world is transtient. Riches, relatives, worldly peasures and
other possessions and comforts will abondon sooner or later. Hence one
should ponder over it and strengthen detachment. This is a negative
concept. Relations and things obtained, cultivated and developed by good
deeds and efforts will continue if the person maintains good conduct. Of
course there may be ups and down in life such as profits or losses in
business etc. and one should have equanimity but it does not mean one
should abandon one’s work or relations.

2. Asharan Bhavna (Feeling of helplessness) : To feel and contemplate that
none will be helpful in the situation of distress, pain and particularly at
the time of death. This is contrary to the very fundamental principle of
yoga which is based on symbiosis (mutualism) which is also subscribed in
Jainism :

“ijLijksix`gks æO;kuke~A”
- Acharya Kanakundi

“All substances animate and in animate in the universe are mutually
helpful, supportive and reinforcing”. Acharya Kanaknandi have summarized in
this stanza the stanzas 5/17 to 5/22 in Tatvarth Sutra by Umaswati. According to
Jainism the universe is comprised of six substances, their infinite modes and
variations. The six sukstances are Dharma, Adharma, Akasa, Pudgala (Matter),
Jiva (Living beings) and Kala (Time). All these six substances are mutually
helpful :

“xfrfLFkfR;qixzgks /kekZ/keZ;ks:idkj%AA5@17AA”

- “Dharma and Adharma substances are instrumental for motion and stay of
Jiva and Pudgala and it is their benevolence”.

“vkdk’kL;koxkg%AA5@18AA”

- “Akasa i.e. space gives place to all”

“’kjhjokM~-eu% çk.kikuk% iqn~xykuke~AA5@19AA”
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“lq[knq%[kthforej.kksixzgk’pAA5@20AA”

- “Pudgal i.e. matter is instrumental for formation of body, speech, mind ,
happiness, miseries, life and death of Jiva (living being)”

“ijLijksixzgksthokuke~AA5@21AA”

- “All life forms are for mutual benefit”

“orZuk ifj.kke% fØ;k ijRokijRos p dkyL;AA5@22AA”

- “Kala or time is instrumental for actions, interactions of Jiva and Pudgal.

Contrary to the above the concept of helplessness will tear away the entire
fabric of social organization, the relationships between mother and child,
husband and wife, friends, neighbours, families, groups and nations. In times of
distress and situations like earthquakes, floods, accidents etc. people, groups,
societies, nations must and do help each other.

3. Sansar Bhavna (Feeling of Birth and Rebirth) : This is to contemplate that
one has to undergo and suffer pangs of births and rebirths till salvation
and therefore should ponder over the sorrows and proceed on path of
detachment. This is pessimism about the world which is in reality not bad
but good and beautiful. Birth is an essential process and phenomenon in
nature and provides the born one the bounties, pleasures and experiences
of the world. Birth should be regarded as an opportunity and not an
adversity.

4. Ekta Bhavna (Feeling of Isolation or loneliness) : This is to understand
and contemplate that each one is alone and only individual self has to
suffer or enjoy his own life and none else will parcipate. This is not in
consonance with the very structure of the universe where all its
constituents are interdependent, interrelated and are interacting. No one is
alone. All are integrated in pleasures and pains, in sorrows and happiness.

5. Anyatva Bhavna (Feeling of Seperateness) : Technically and spiritually it
means separateness of body and soul. It is assertation that what happens
to body does not affect soul which is independent of body. Scientifically
the very entity of soul is not yet established. Even if soul is a reality, it is
manifest through body only. It is body only which is instrumental to all
activities, deeds good or bad. Such a concept of separateness will
encourage carelessness in maintenance of body, its requirements of air,
water, food, medicines, clothes, shelter. This is also contrary to
unequivocal precepts in all scriptures that one should care for his body
even for the sake of spiritual pursuits.
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6. Ashuchi Bhavna (Feeling of Squalor in body) : This is about considering
blood, bones, flesh, semen, excreta and other constituents in the body as
squalor, dirty and objects of hate and contempt. This is ignominous.
Jainism prohibits hate like other bad emotions of anger, vanity etc. To
hate one’s own useful body is not only contrary to Jain precepts but also
ingratitude. These are essentials in body. The fact is that normally all
systems of body function very efficiently and its maintenance of
sanitation is excellent.

7. Asrava Bhavna (Concept of influx of Karmic matter) : This is to
understand and contemplate the process of influx and impact of Karmic
matter on soul according to good or bad deeds and corresponding fruition
in pain or happiness. The underlying advice is that one should do only
good deeds and eventually stop both bad as well as good activities to
attain salvation. The concept is debatable. Actually activity is life and
cessation is death.

8. Samvara Bhavna (Blocking Karmic influx) : This is to understand and
ponder over the prescribed process of austerity, ultimately inaction to stop
karmic influx.

9. Nirjara Bhavna (Shedding of Karmic matter) : It is about getting rid of
accumulated karmic matter through practices of Tapa (Penance,
renunciation etc.).

10. Dharma Bhavna (Feeling of religiosity) : One should contemplate to
follow the religious path as told by enlightened “Arhats’.

11. Lok Bhavna (Structure of Universe) : It is about understanding and
visualising the structure and nature of universe and its myriad constituents
as such, as they are in their reality and not in abstract or imaginary form.

12. Bodhi Bhavna (Concept of right cognition) : It is about understanding all
aspects of life, actions and interactions, interrelations in right perspective.
This alone can lead to enlightenment.

Out of these twelve concepts or feelings the last six are religious
prescriptions in Jainism to proceed on the path and eventually attain salvation.
The first six are negative, detrimental and would only result in despondency,
depression and distress. Pessimism is harmful and may be even fatal.
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13

IDEAL YOGA

The objective of yoga is happiness, peace, tranquility and harmony of one
and all. Ideal yoga is that which ensures sustainable and lasting happiness and
there is no individual happiness in isolation. One cannot be happy if others in
family, group, society and even at national and global levels are suffering.
Happiness of mankind is also depended and interlinked with that of other living
beings big and small and also with myriad constituents of nature the air forms,
water forms, soils, minerals etc. as the social environment of human beings and
the natural physical environment are interdependent. The overall harmony
depends on interactions, interrelations of all constituents of nature which are
inherently symbiotic i.e. mutually beneficial. The disturbances in harmony and
consequential problem sorrows, miseries, conflicts, pollution, diseases etc. are
result of anthropocentric attitude of human beings that mankind is supers and
supreme and all others are subservient for its unrestricted and unlimited use and
pleasures. This has derailed the balance in nature. Ideal yoga is that which will
put unbalanced, derailed process back on right track of mutualism. Symbiotic
interactions constitute ideal yoga so that actions and interactions of individuals
or groups do not harm any other constituent of nature both animate and
inanimate.

The scenario, evolving and manifesting as of now is degrading
continuously and more and more rapidly from bad to worse. All efforts and
endeavours individual, social, political, economic, religious, spiritual and also so
called yogic (pseudo-yoga) are not succeeding. This is because the gap or chasm
between nature and humans is not being bridged and is rather widening. The very
solutions adopted for problems are generating new problems and so on creating a
vicious circle. Most of the technologies particularly in industries induct pollution
and the technologies to ameliorate pollution are themselves polluting because
their instruments are also manufactured by respective industries and also require
material, thus putting more burden on natural resources. Newer and newer
technologies bring with them newer problems and the vicious cycle is
continuing. Atomic energy expansion is an exemplary case to illustrate this
point. Another glaring example is current worldwide economic melt down which
is result of unrestricted consumerism and the solution being adopted is to prop
and augment the same consumerism which caused the malaise. It is the height of
human folly. The same is happening in case of other problems. The solution is
not in accentuating and accelerating the very cause but in decelerating and
reversing the trend. It is unfortunate that same economic consumerist policies
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which miserably failed are being followed. There is mad race for suicidal
development as the very index of development is higher and higher level of
consumption which is depleting and diminishing natural resources. The
economic theories, principles and practices being followed are suicidal and the
so called eminent economists are agents of suicidal trends.

It is a paradox, a travesty that on one hand human beings sincerely wish
their progeny, children, grand-grand-grand children to be happy but on the other
hand simultaneously consuming and exhausting the resources at the speed that
nothing of the most of the minerals after 100-200 years or so will be left for
future generations and air, water, soil the basic resources for life will be so much
polluted that even survival may not be possible. The yoga being practised and
popularised by majority of yoga teachers is not yoga but a commercial enterprise
mostly concentrated on physical and mental cures. The effects claimed are more
psychological or hypnotic then factual and real as in case of faith therapy.
Mostly the patients continue to take medicines and if medicines are stopped,
their effect may manifest later during yogic practices. Even if there is curative
effect of yoga practices, it will not be sustained for long if pollution of air, water,
food continue increasingly more and more.

In U.S. patenting of 136 postures have been done and Indian yogis have
been taken by surprise. The efforts are being made to prove yoga Asanas
(postures) of Indian origin. A ludicrous form of yoga named “DOGA” is gaining
popularity in U.S. it is called “DOGA” because it is practised along with the pet
dogs. It combines massage and meditation with gentle stretching for dogs and
their human partners. Kristyn Caliendo is a certified instructor of “DOGA” in
Chicago. It is a perverted form of Yoga and will trivialize the 2500 years old
practise of noble yoga and turn into a fad. Yoga teachers should take legal action
against it also.

The ideal yoga is not the yoga being practised that treats only the
symptoms and not the root causes. The ideal yoga is that which shall not only
bridge but completely remove the gap between nature and mankind. The
problems, their causes and remedies the pendulum swings, progress and regress,
ups and down, happy and unhappy periods in various areas, societies and
civilisations, can be comprehensively, logically and scientifically understood by
studying and analysing the processes of progression and retrogression described
in detail in Jain chronology. Study of Jain Cosmology particularly about the
areas where the conditions do not change to bad and remain happy, peaceful and
harmonius for all times is also important to understand the fundamentals – the
yogic symbiosis with nature, for lasting peace and happiness.

In Jain cosmology there is mention of areas, may be some planets
including our planet earth, as ‘Karmabhumis’ where there is continuous change
from best to worse and then in reverse from worse to best. The change from best
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to worse is ‘Avsarpini’ and that from worse to best is “Utsarpini”. The best
period in sequence is first Sukhma-Sukhma (Happiest), which gradually degrades
to second sukhma (Happy), then third Sukhma-Dukhma (Happy-Unhappy), then
fourth Dukhma-Sukhma (Unhappy-Happy). In the process of degradation
happiness gradually declines and in fifth and sixth era there is no happiness.
After sixth period the trend reverses and first sixth is repeated and then there is
progression to fifth, fourth, third, second and first. Then first is repeated and
downward trend starts and the cycle continues.

During first Sukhma-Sukhma (Happiest) period there is complete synergy
in the interactions, interrelations of myriad constituents of nature both living
(including humans) and non-living and all work in symbiosis, cooperating and
helping reach other for mutual benefit. Even carnivores like tigers, wolves,
jackals etc. were not killers but scavangers and lived on sufficiently available
naturally dead bodies as the entire area was covered with dense forests and there
were all sorts of wild animal in large numbers dying naturally and not hunted or
killed. The bacteria or any other forms of microorganisms were also not harming
any other life form and lived symbiotically. There was no pollution of any sort.
Water was crystal clear in rivers, lakes and springs. Seasons and rainfall were
normal without droughts and floods. There was no soil erosion. The society was
not divided in masters and servants, rulers and ruled. There were no conflicts,
wars, diseases, famines or any sort of miseries. Population of all life forms was
automatically controlled as it lived on naturally available food from forests and
not from agriculture. This has been proved by a recent study in Germany our
wolves that fertility and the number of their off springs increased or declined
according to available food. The pressure of population and their consumption
levels were within the carrying capacities of natural resources. It was forest
(Kalpvrikshas) based life-style and all requirements of food clothing and shelter
etc. were met from products available in forests. The above ideal symbiotic
conditions are described in Part-I, Chapter-IV of Tiloypamati by yati
Vrishabhacharya :

“lqlqe lqlfEe dkysHkwfejt&/kwe ty.k&fge&jfgnkA
dafV; vCHkflybZ fofPN;kfn dhMksolXxifjprkAA320AA
f.kEey nIi.k lfjlk] f.kfnnnOosfga fojfgnk rh,A
fldnk gosfn fnOok] r.kq&e.k&.k;.kk.k lqgt.k.khAA321AA
rh, xqaNk xqEek] gqlqeadqj Qy&ioky&ifjiq..kkA
ogvkS fofp=&o..kk] :D[k lewgk leqÙkaxkAA327AA
.kfRFk vl..kh thok] .kfRFk rgka lkfefHkPp Hksnks;A
fodyigk tq)knh:).k Hkkok nq.k gq gksafrAA332AA”

The conditions started degrading very slowly in second and third Sukhma
(Happy) and Sukhma-Dukhma (Happy-Unhappy) eras and then more and more
subsequently with birth of agriculture and rapidly after industrialization. The
degradation started first because of anthropocentric attitude that man is supreme
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and all others are for his unrestricted use. This attitude has been mentioned and
encouraged in Rigveda, Yajurveda, Gita and others scriptures. It triggered
consumerism beyond carrying capacities of nature. All natural resources air,
water, forests, soil, minerals have their respective carrying capacities and if
utilised within these limits there will be no degradation for example water
sources rivers, lakes can take care of pollution i.e. waste in them and some
pollution is necessary as there are living forms called detrites who live on
detritus (waste) and clean the water sources. Forests will never degrade if
harvested to the limit of annual growth rate. Similarly air, soils, minerals remain,
unpolluted and do not degrade if pollution is limited to their carrying capacities
and rejuvenating time cycles which have been well researched, documented and
their indices also established. Even minerals like coal, iron, crude oil etc. get
generated with the help of naturally occurring bacteria. One such bacteria which
occurs naturally and converts CO2 into CaCO3 have been found by Indian
scientists at National Environment and Engineering Research Institute (NEERI),
Nagpur (The Times of India, page 7 dated 17-02-09, Jaipur Edition). The
consumption levels gradually increased beyond carrying capacity of natural
resources and happiness declined proportionate to reduced capacities of nature.
Upto third era the decline was very slow and population levels remained constant
because it continued to be forest based.

During fourth era food supplies from forest (kalpvrikshas) declined
leading to birth of agriculture. People started cultivating the seeds of some
grasses available in forests. This increased food supply and population started
increasing requiring more food and for that more land for cultivation, further
increasing population, then more land was cultivated for more food and vicious
cycle started and is continuing even now. For increasing demand for more and
more land for agriculture extensive areas of forests were cut, burnt and cleared
for cultivation. We read of “Khandavdah” in Mahabharat. Agriculture have been
advocated and encouraged in Vedas also. Till recently only a few decades ago
rulers and governments all over including U.S.A. and Europe gave concessions
and rewards for cleaning forests for cultivation. Though   there is now realisation
of need to protect forest and stringent laws have been enacted to preserve forests
and wild life but they are more on paper only than on the ground. In spite of the
stringent provisions of Forest Conservation Act 1980 in India, encroachments on
forest area are going on and with pressure of population increasing on shrinking
forests, their density and quality is diminishing. Population explosion is so
excessive that vast areas of even fertile agricultural land is being devoured by
housing colonies, roads, power houses and industrial units. This will further
degrade the shrinking agricultural land and accentuate food shortage and hunger.
There was obsession to clean more and more forest areas so much so that it was
incorporated in religion also. The highly eulogised religious practice of
performing havans is reminiscent token of the obsession to cut and burn forests.
Forests and wildlife were indiscriminately and mercilessly destroyed.
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“fluhokyh lqdinkZ ldqjhjk LoSi’kkA
lk yqH;ekfnrs eg;ksj n/kkrq gLr;ks%AA11@56AA”

- Yajurveda

- “Land which is capable of producing edibles should be cleared of forests
and be made cultivable.”

“lhjk ;qTtfUr ;q’uk forU;rs i`FkdA
/khjk nsos"kq lqeFkkAA12@67AA”

- Yajurveda

- “Wise undertake agricultural activities with the help of bullocks and the
plough.”

With agriculture came the institution of individual or family or group
property and this generated bad and evil emotions of selfishness, envy, vanity,
hatred and greed etc. triggering sinful deeds of violence, untruth, stealing and
ensued in miseries, conflicts and wars. Since then individualistic attitude went on
increasing more and more intensely and at its peak presently. It is individualism
now pervading in all sections and stratas of society that is generating more and
more corruption in every sphere. All moral concepts of social or natural welfare
are vanishing fast. Politicians change parties not on the basis of principles,
values or ideologies but solely on consideration of individual monetary gains. In
almost all development projects including military equipment politicians and
bureaucrats are hand in glove in corrupt practices. Some army officials even take
briefs in supply of rations to Jawans. Inspectors inspect to collect their periodic
bribes (Hafta etc.) and not to take action against violations of respective laws.
Shamefully Border security force personal and even army officers connive with
illegal immigrant smugglers and terrorists as admitted once by George Fornandes
in parliament as a Defence Minister. Police generally side with culprits than
victims. Even teachers impart knowledge on monetary considerations. Engineers
and other technocrats utilise their experitse and intelligence in manipulating
maximum monetary gains for themselves than on assuring quality. Even judges
have started trading justice. Adultoreation is rampant in all products, food grains,
milk and even medicines. Most of the individuals are mainly concerned with
their personal monetary gains without any considerations for others. They should
get maximum money even if others suffer or even die. There is corruption, even
in relief programmes during famines, floods, earthquakes, fires, accidents etc.

Mankind drifted away from nature. Initially it was rainfed but
subsequently to meet more requirements of food and for that of more water,
wells, tanks and canals were constructed. With invention of tube wells use of
underground water increased and in many areas it has been totally exhausted.
Such dark zones are increasing. There is already water famine at several places
and even water for drinking is not available. The problem will further accentuate
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and in future there will be more conflicts and wars for water than for any other
reasons. Population also started increasing exponentially. The excess pressure on
land decreased its productivity which is being increasingly supplemented by
chemical fertilizers. As a result of mono cropping the crops are susceptible to
pest attacks requiring poisonous pesticides. The indiscriminate use of chemical
fertilisers and pesticides is one of most important factors for air, water and soil
pollution. The remnant pesticides in water, food grains, fruits and vegetables are
entering human system with increasing biological magnification and causing
incurable diseases like cancer. Inspite of innovations and high tech agriculture
more than one third of world population and more in poor countries is still
suffering from malnutrition and hunger. There will be no respite unless
population explosion is checked and reduced to sustainable levels.

The industrial revolution with more and more industries coming up every
year is adding fuel to fire. The already stressed environment as a result of
pressure of increasing population is getting more and more burdened by
increasing demands for water, power and minerals and industrial pollutants are
accentuating the pollution levels of air water and soil to intolerable limits. The
thrust of every industry is to increase the consumption of its products, thus
enhancing consumption levels more and more putting more and more pressure on
environment and adding more and more pollutants. For any industrial product
even for manufacturing a needle there is need for water minerals and energy. The
energy requirement of civilisation per capita in K. Caloaries–1 day–1 since
Paleolithic era have been calculated by E. Cook in 1975.

1. Early Paleolithic 106 years ago - 2000 units
2. Middle Paleolithic 105 years ago - 4000 units
3. Early Neolithic 104 years ago - 12000 units
4. Middle ages 600 years ago - 26000 units
5. Early industrial 100 years ago - 77000 units
6. Modern technological society 1970 base year - 230000 units

Presently it is around 300000 units and if population and consumption
levels are not checked and reduced it will treble to 900000 units by 2050. This
needs to be checked and reduced to sustainable levels.

The first steps for yogic (Symbiotic) union with nature is to gradually
revert back to forest based life style. This is not difficult. Trees giving edible
seeds, fruits, flowers can be planted in agricultural fields at a spacing of 5×5 or
6×6 metres so that cross cultivation can be done and agriculture crops can be
grown till such time the trees start giving edible products. Author’s project
“Food from Forests” was sanctioned by Department of Science and Technology
and the Research Scholar Sneh Sharma has done Ph.D. on it. Within the
available money and time only seeds of twenty species of forest trees could be
analysed for their nutritional status-protein, carbohydrates, fats, minerals, filbres
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etc. It was found that forest seeds are more nutritious than cereals from
agriculture. Forest once created and established are eternal if managed
scientifically. There is no need for ploughing, seeding, watering, manuring etc.
crop after crop. Forest conserve moisture and do not need watering and are self
manured. There is no need for pesticides because it is polyculture and not
monoculture and mixed species of trees should be planted. The burrowers like
rats which are harmful in agriculture are useful and do the work of ploughing in
forests. Birds, insects, animals do the work of pollination and dispersal of seed
naturally. Average agriculture production is 1.25 tonnes per hectare per year
whereas production of edible seeds only (edible flowers, fruits, beans, leaves,
tubers etc. will be in addition) will be about 2 tonnes per hectare per year and
that too without any recurring cost as in agriculture every crop. The input costs
in agriculture are so high that it is not at all profitable without huge government
subsidies all over the world. The Government of India waved agricultural loans
of the formers to the tune of 72000 crores at one stroke this year, as a populist
policy decision and a vote bank gimmick in the election year. This will further
accentuate the inefficiency in agriculture. It will also seriously damage the
economic stability by destroying the established norms of loan and its
repayment. It is important to note that loans taken for agricultures are often
misused in prevailing evils of dowry and ostentatious feasts on deaths. Such
unconditional waiving of the loans to such an extent for political gains is a
pernicious practice and is misuse of tax payer’s money. The forest crops will not
be affected by vagaries of nature such as erratic rains in excess or drought.
Agriculture crops can be raised only on one tenth of earth surface whereas
forests can be grown over 90% of area of on hill slopes, deserts, water logged
areas as there are tree-species for all types of edapho-climatic conditions.
Population will also be automatically controlled. The greatest benefit from
forests well be freedom from droughts and floods and water shortage. It has
experimentally been proved that in well forested area more than 90% of rain
water is retained through infilteration and less than 10% goes as run off thus
checking menace of floods and retaining water underground for all the year
round. Such a forest eco-system is by and large symbiotic where all constituents
interact for mutual benefit.

By adopting symbiotic forest based life style the retrogratory degradation
from good to bad to worse can not only be checked but reversed from bad to
good (happy) and to happiest era and stabilised permanently at desired even in
areas described as karmabhumis by Yati Vrishabhacharya to be prone to
progressive and regressive changes. He has simultaneously mentioned that there
are areas, may be some planets such as Harivarsha, Hemvata Uttarkuru
Mahavideha etc. where there are no cyclic changes and conditions are stabilized :

“volslo..k.kkvks lqleLl o gksafr rLe [ksrLlA
.kofj ; lafBn:oa ifjgh.ka gkf.koïhfgAA744AA”
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- “In Harivarsh area the conditions always remain as in Sukhma era without
any change”.

“volslo..k.kkvks lfjlkvks lqlenqLles.ka fiA
.kofj ;ofën :oa ifjgh.ka gkf.koïhfgaAA703AA”

- “In Hemvata area the conditions always remain same as in Sukhma-
Dukhma era without any change”.

“mÙkjdqjk,-----iqOoof..kvk tk pso lqlelqlHkkoÙOo;k-----AA104AA”

- “In Uttarkuru, Mahavideh area the conditions always remain same as in
Sukhma-Sukhma era without any change”.

Such a phenomenon of arresting change in these areas may have been
possible only by limiting population and consumption within the carrying
capacity of nature. This can be explained by the phenomenon of succession upto
climax (stabilised) stage in forest eco-systems which have been studied and
documented in detail. Such progression is possible only by excluding human
intervention and exploitation, cutting, grazing, fire etc. The reverse retrogression
from climax stage to lower stages have also been studied and documented. There
are numerous forest ecosystems according to varying edapho-climatic conditions.
One example in plain in tropics in teak zone will illustrate the above phenomena
of succession (progression) and retrogression. During floods many times the
rivers change course leaving a stretch of land barren and devoid of any nutrition
in soil. If such an area is protected from human encroachment, interference and
exploitation by grazing etc., natural succession will start. Though seeds of
various grasses, shrubs and trees will be brought and dropped in the area by air,
birds, insects and animals only the seeds of inferior annual grasses will initially
germinate because of very low nutrition in the soil. These grasses will add some
manure and then better perennial grasses will grow, then hardy coloniser trees
like babool, with improving nutritional status of soil higher species siris,
shisham etc. and then valuable tree species teak will predominate the area. If
uninterrupted succession is allowed to continue teak will be gradually replaced
by higher climax species Jamun etc. which though higher in ecological
succession but are not economically valuable as compared to teak. Climax stage
is such that a perfect symbiotic harmony and balance is attained in all the
constituents in the eco-system and it perpetuates but evolution continues and
climaxes may change into alternate climaxes. In order to perpetuate teak further
succession (progression) is stopped by introducing controlled burning, grazing
and cutting. This is established practice under forest management. But if under
pressure of population the burning, grazing and cutting is more than specified,
then retrogression will start to same lower and lower ecological status and
ultimately to grasses and eventually barren site. Thus progression and
retrogression can be stopped at any stage. In the same way the upward or
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downward degradation of eras can be managed by standardising and limiting
population and consumerism to carrying capacities of natural environment. This
is not a fallacy or imaginary concept but a scientific reality. Even if the
progression and regression in form of happy and sad eras and management to
stabilise at a desired stage is scriptural mythology, human ingenuity can turn it
into reality as done in case of forest management. If mankind can understand,
realise its past and continuining follies and resolve to limit its population and
consumption to carrying capacities of natural resources not only further
degradation and unhappiness can be checked but the trend can be reversed also
to the first happiest stage and can be stabilised perpetually as is the case in some
areas (Planets).

It is interesting to note that in the first Sukhma-Sukhma (Happiest) era
there was no religion, none of Avtars (god-incarnations), Thirthankaras,
Bodhisatvas, Prophets, saints, emperors to persude people or force them by laws
for good conduct, yet the people were good, cooperative, happy, healthy without
diseases, interacting for mutual benefit and without any of vices like anger,
vanity, hypocrisy, greed and sinful and wrong activities like violence, untruth,
stealing, acquisition, gambling, taking intoxicating substances, prostitution etc.
Vices and sins are generated by environment. What thousands of saints and
emperors could not do to establish and sustain good conduct it was possible by
congenial environment which conditioned all its constituents (members including
human being) for good symbiotic conduct. The only principle or religious
precept edict or decree and whatever other nomenclature we may give, it was one
single principle of symbiosis or mutualism that none should do anything that
may cause any harm to any other. The precept of least possible harm is
ambiguous as it can be interpreted differently by different people in different
situations e.g. it will have different levels for vegetarians and non-vegetarians.
No harm to any is the principle. This one precept covers or includes all other
precepts of non-violence, truthfulness non-stealing etc.

This stability should not be misconstrued as being prisoner in time bereft
of evolution and development. It means or aims at sustainability. It does not
mean that mankind should remain in pedestrian or bullock cart age only.
Development is must but it should be sustainable. There should be trains, cars,
aeroplanes and more and more advances in science and technology but the
exploitation of natural resources should be within their carrying capacities. If
consumption level is high then population should be proportionately low so that
utilisation of natural resources does not exceed their carrying capacities,
resilience and rejuvenation time-cycles. In case the population is not controlled
then the consumption level has to be commensurately low. According to a
scientific calculation the requirement of land per person is four hectares to
maintain a reasonably good living standard or consumption level. This would
calculate sustainable population of only ten crore in India but present population
of country is over one hundred and ten crores and this is main reason for glaring
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poverty, hunger, malnutrition, lack of sanitation, unemployment or under
employment etc. if population is reduced to sustainable level of ten crores, the
standard of living will be ten times better and problems will automatically
vanish.

The fundamental principle of ideal or real yoga is symbiosis or
mutualism. All life forms from smallest micro-organisms to biggest and also non
living constituents of environment are inherently and intrinsically symbiotic. It is
human encroachment and exploitation that is responsible for all the chaos. It is
human kind that must amend and change its attitudes behaviour and life style.
There are basic important ingredients, preconditions, prescriptions, efforts,
processes and models necessary for mankind individually and collectively to
resurrect, restore, achieve and sustain the pristine symbiotic happiness for one
and all. These are :

1. Equality and Oneness :

Human beings must understand and accept that all other constituents of
nature animate and inanimate play their respective roles in the intricate web of
the composite environment. Smallest life forms, all non living constituents are
important for mutual interactions, interrelations and harmony. Nothing even an
electron functions in isolation independent of its ambient environment, its
myriad constituents. In Jainism even the air, earth, water and other forms
generally considered non-living or inanimate, are given the status of living
beings to be respected equally as human beings.

“bek [kyq lk NTthof.k;k---- ratgk iq<ohdkb;k]
vkmdkb;k] rsmdkb;k] okmdkb;k] o.kLl dkb;k] rldkb;kAA4@3AA”

- Dashvaikalik Sutra

- “Earth-forms, waterforms, energy-forms, air-forms, plant-forms are living
beings as other lifeforms from smallest to highest all trasforms).”

All these forms have been attributed possessing consciousness.

“iq<oh fpÙkeareD[kk;kAA4@4AA”
“vkmfpÙk eared~[kk;kAA4@5AA”
“rst fpreareD[kk;kAA4@6AA”
“okmfpÙkeareD[kk;kAA4@7AA”
“o.kLlkbZ fpÙkeareD[kk;kAA4@8AA”

- Dashvaikalik Sutra

- “Earth-forms, water-forms, energy-forms, air-forms, plants-forms have
consciousness.”
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“vÙkles ef..koTt NfIidk,-----AA10@5AA”
- Dashvaikalik Sutra

- “All these should be considered as one’s own self.”

“lCosik.kk ijekfEe;k----AA4@9AA”
- Dashvaikalik Sutra

- “All life forms desire to be happy.”

“,;kba dk;kba iosfnrkba] ,rslq tk.ks ifMysg lk;aA
,ts.k dk;.k ;] vk;naM] ,rslq ;k foIifj;klq foafrAA7@2AA”

- Sutrakritang

- “All these life forms desire happiness and detest pain and therefore killing
harming them is like punishing one’s own soul.”

“o;ap fofÙka yCHkkeks] u i dksbZ mogEebZA
vgkxMslq jh;ars] iqIQslq Hkejk tgkaAA1@4AA”

- Dashvaikalik Sutra

- “As the bhramar insect takes nectar from the flowers in very small
quantity from each flower without causing any harm, in the same manner
we (humans) should utilise the natural resources”.

Such a consideration of equality and respect for all will negate the
anthropocentric attitude and behaviour of human beings. It is the first and
formost pre-requisite in ideal yoga.

2. Optimising population and consumarism :

The pressure and stress on natural resources is directly proportionate to
these twin factors. If numbers and consumptions are more than the respective
carrying capacities then the natural resources will deteriorate proportionately.
The population and consumption levels have to be optimised commensurate with
the carrying capacities, resilience and rejuvenation time-cycles of the natural
resources. As a principle the interdependence should be symbiotic i.e. for mutual
benefit.

What is taken should be compensated. For example in breathing oxygen
(O2) is taken from the air and carbon-di-oxide (CO2) is exhaled. This CO2 is
necessary for plants which with sun’s energy and water and nutrition from soil
convert or recycle it by process of photo synthesis in various useful products
fruits, flowers, fibres, chemicals, medicines etc. and give out oxygen to
compensate the inhaled oxygen. But if population is in excess and CO2 exhaled
is more than the capacity of plants or if the plants are not in adequate numbers as
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is the case now because of the indiscriminate destruction of forests, then the
problems like green house effect will be created. If it is balanced then the
interdependence is symbiotic. Same is case with other natural resources water,
soil, minerals etc. Humans produce waste which is necessary for numerous micro
organism, insects, animals, birds and other life forms which recycle the waste
and balance the intake and off take, if numbers and consumption are optimised to
the limit of carrying capacities. This is automatically regulated in all mature and
climax eco-systems in which there is perfect symbiosis. The problems are only in
imperfect, immature and succession and retrogression stages Humanity must
endeavour to proceed and achieve maturity and sustain it. This will be idea yoga.

3. Realising Responsibilities and Duties :

Human beings individually and collectively should realise that they are
responsible for their wrong and bad action which harm others any life from or
natural resource and that it is their duty to rectify. People generally complain
about dirt and squalor on roads, drainage and water systems and blame municipal
workers only for the malaise. The fact is that all dirt, squalor and pollution is
created by every human being. If they do not generate undue and excess waste
and handle its disposal properly at individual, family and group level there will
be no problem. Waste in every household should be properly segregated in
biodegradable and non-biodegradable containers i.e. vegetables etc., metals,
plastic, hazardous items such as syringes, medicines, poisonous substances
should all be put separately and municipal authorities should then arrange to
collect them like wise for recycling. The same waste which is problem will
become an useful productive material. Even when there are big containers for
waste collection people will not put the waste in them but through it helter-
skelter on roadsides. There is only a blame game on each other. We in India are
very irresponsible and indisciplined. People rearing milch cattle leave them on
roads after milking to forage into waste, eat plastics, then suffer, die and also
killing many innocents because many accidents are caused by stray cattle.
Irresponsibilities are galore in almost every sphere, at every place, in every
activity, in homes, villages, towns, cities, offices, institutions, schools, colleges,
universities, courts and even in security establishments. It is we who have
created problems of squalor and pollution. It is our responsibility and duty to
rectify it. We need not wait for incarnation Krishna as promised in Gita (4/7) to
come and rectify wrongs committed by us deliberetaly and carelessly. Realising
responsibilities and duties is an essential component of Ideal Yoga.

4. Rationality :

Rational beliefs, attitudes, thoughts and actions are necessary to invoke
and reinforce realisation of duties and responsibilities. It is antidote of
superstitious, blind false imaginary and unrealistic beliefs, attitudes, thoughts
and actions. Rationality implies proper understanding of the phenomenon of
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‘Cause and Effect’. Bad actions and bad causes produce bad effects, creating
problems miseries and conflicts. The solution is good or rational actions. There
is no other solution. The god-incarnation Krishna or any deity or ritual or hymns
(Mantras) or tantras (totems, weird practices or pacifying planets etc.) will not
solve the problems created by us. We create problems by our irrational and bad
actions and we only can solve them by rectifying our actions. It requires hard
effort to change bad habits and actions into good and rational. People by habit
and tradition shirk the effort. Wily people take advantage of this weakness and
suggest and propogate false, irrational and infructuous measures for their own
vested monetary interests. Even monks of almost all religions insist more on
wasteful rituals than an moral conduct. Monks are escapists very likely because
of fear of the household responsibilities. Many do not have experience of house
holders’ hardships and therefore not competent to preach and advise. They are
fully dependent on householders and are therefore almost parasites. The
institutions of astrologers, tantrics, pandits, kathavachaks (story tellers) are all
parasites and misguide gullible people to fatten their own purses by advocating
irrational wasteful superstitious practices of performing havans (burning edible
grains, butter etc.), rituals of various worships of inanimate ideals which can not
protect themselves and can be easily stolen and in similar other rituals and lot of
money and time is wasted. There are numerous instances of devoted pilgrims
dying in accidents on way to the seat of their deity and at the very place itself.
People sitting inside places of worship have also been killed by terrorists and
deity could not protect them. Tantrik practices are worst as they prescribe
drinking of wine, eating meat and sexual indulgence. In devotional (Bhakti)
rituals it is suppressed sex urge that is expressed in form of titillating dances,
songs under the garb of religion to please the deity. Dancing, singing are
sensuous activities and titillate via senses of sight and hearing. It is strange that
human beings even though highly evolved and with brain power yet subscribe to
superstitions adore and adorn inert idols. Even after performing worship, ritual,
propitiating any deity or planet one has to make efforts, take required activity to
have desired result viz. have to go to shop or office to earn living, have to cook
and eat food and no god incarnation or deity will come and do his work. A
student has to study and write in the examinations and no amount of worship or
singing devotional songs will be any substitute to his own appropriate action. A
doctor has to diagnose and prescribe treatment and the patient has to take
medicines. An engineer has to plan and construct. A farmer has to sow and
nurture the crop. Similarly appropriate action is necessary in every field by
persons themselves. All rituals, worships for one’s works are superstitions. Of
course to make ideals of iconic personalities as an object of meditation only to
realise their good deeds and instructions will certainly encourage to follow their
ideals. But the belief that we have not to make any effort and these iconic
persons sitting somewhere will come and do needful for us is an ignominious
superstition.
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It is unfortunate that people though studying science and technology and
witnessing directly the phenomenon of cause and effect, yet do not have
scientific temper and by and large continue to indulge in unscientific
superstitious beliefs and actions. Even scientists in prestigious science
institutions, research centres, IITs, medical colleges, training and coaching
institutes put on amulets etc. and perform superstitious rituals and their students
are also increasingly succumbing to irrational superstitions. Superstitions have
caused immense harm to individuals, societies and nations and natural
environment. The glaring example is continuing nefarious practice of havans
(burning and wasting of useful products) on almost every occasion of starting
new project, construction of houses, bridge etc., marriages and even while
launching a satellite. Not only politicians, traders or common men but eminent
scientists are succumbing to such a superstitious practice. In any scientific
programme success will depend on planning, fabrication and meticulous
execution and not on any ritual like havan or propitiating a deity or planet. It is a
fallacy that havans purify air and environment. As some aromatic substances are
also burnt, they give out good smell for some time and this is misconstrued as
purification. The fact is that things burnt including aromatic substances do give
out CO2, methane and other harmful gases. There is no beneficial effect of
havans like inducing rains etc. Had it been true there would not have been
feminine in India because havans are being practised for several millenia.
Havans are also performed for peace. It is commonsence that mere burning of
useful things can not bring peace for which ardent efforts are needed to establish
a symbiotic environment. Rituals for propitiating deities to come, do our work is
stark irresponsibility and shirking duty. To ask non-existent duties to solve
problems created by us is greatest folly. The problems created by wrong deads
can be solved by us only e.g. we have spoiled and polluted the environment and
we, human beings, can certainly redress it by corrective measures. There are
rituals like pouring milk, butter etc. on idols of Shiva, Jain tirthrankaras etc.
while poor children suffer from malnutrition for lack of availability of milk,
butter etc. They are wasted to propitiate stone or metal idols which are inert and
cannot do anything and miracles spread about them are mere concoctions. There
is cruelty also involved in rituals for propitiating deities as harmless animals,
birds and even human beings are sacrificed. Real sacrifice is giving up bad
habits, emotions and sensuous pleasures and not in mercilessly butchering
helpless goats, sheep, camels etc. in the name of deity or god. Most of the
religious rituals and functions involve sheer waste of money, material, time and
effort which can be usefully utilised in other good creative and productive
activities in new school, hospital sand in service to needy. These are not only
wasteful but harmful to those doing them and also to others. Generally loud
speakers with sound levels of over 90 to 120 decbols blared at all hours in day
and also night disturbing and harming others particularly old, ailing and the
students even during their examination days in spite of laws prohibiting use of
loud speakers. The religions congregations and processions encroach public
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utility lands, block roads and cause inconvenience creating traffic jams and
delaying even ambulance carrying serious patients and fire brigades needed
quickly to extinguish fires. Religion should be for benefit of those who practice
as well as for others. But it is not so and is more often harmful to practitioner
and others. This is irrational and superstitious.

The widely prevailing belief in one almighty omniscient, omnipotent
super power god as creater, controller and destroyer of universe and all its life
forms and other substances is also not logical. If the so called god is good and
kind then he should not have created such an imperfect and miserable world
suffering from famines, droughts, floods, storms, earth quakes, wars, epidemics
etc. If nothing happens without his will then no body does any thing wrong and
terrorists also kill as desired by God. Lord Krishna has himself refuted the entity
of such a God (Gita 5/14). Likewise the entity of soul as such has not been
substantiated scientifically so far and the debate is continuing since ages. Most
of the religions propagate fear of hell and reward of heaven and this may have
also necessitated the concept of soul. It may be that man may have invented the
concept of soul because of his obsession to be eternal or for his fear of death.
Scientifically every life form, every person lives eternally through his genes in
all future generations and mutations as genes continue to store and manifest all
about a person. The recent phenomenal developments in neurosciences and
genetics pose a serious challenge to the concept of soul. The phenomenon of
reincarnation i.e. rebirth and memory of previous birth by some is cited as proof
of soul as an entity. Professor Banerjee who headed the Department of
Parapsychology in University of Rajasthan, in sixties of previous century,
collected over 1000 cases of memory of rebirth in various societies including
Muslims who do not subscribe to rebirth. All these were found false and
concocted and Banerjee was disgracefully thrown out of the University.
Similarly experiments were earlier done by Universities in US and were proved
false. According to recent scientific studies by the teem led by Maarten beters of
Maastricht University in Netherland have found that reincarnation belief is
linked to memory errors and some have propensity to make such mistake and
cling to implausible reincarnation claims. Such persons when undergo hypnosis
and are repeatedy asked to talk about the idea of past life, it eventually gets
converted into a full-blown false memory. Another evidence cited about soul is
OBE (Out of body experience) which has also been proved to be because of
illusory function of brain and can be induced experimentally by electric current
delivered to the angular gyrus of brain’s temporal-parietal junction, responsible
for integrating visual information and sense of spatial location (Dr. Olaf Blanks,
Neurologist, University Hospital, Geneva, Switzerland). Likewise pleasure and
pain and such experiences are chemical reactions in brain. All sensory
perceptions reach nerve centres that are specific for a particularly sensory
modality and hence the particular perception. There is no other center for
consciousness. All that is attributed to soul can be explained by functioning of
brain and genes. It is for the spiritualists to evolve answers to the challenges of
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evolving sciences. Once the existence of soul is established by scientific
scrutinity the debate will end and this merging of spirituality and science will
pave the way for long-sought harmony. Let there be god or no god, soul or no
soul, heaven or no heaven, the mankind will enjoy happiness more heavenly than
in real or imagined heaven, will live in peace and tranquibity and it will not be
confined to human beings only but permeate to all living beings and there will be
harmony in all other even inanimate constituents of nature if the rationalist
symbiotic attitude is adopted.

5. Laws and their implementation :

Initially and in succession stage till climax is reached and perfect
symbiotic balance is established between all the constituents of nature, there will
be transgressions and violation of principles. Adequate laws against all
irrational, unscientific and harmful activities are necessary. It is also necessary
that laws should be enforced in letter and spirit by deterant and exemplary
punishment to wrongdoers. The crime is on increase mainly because culprits are
generally not punished. This bitter pill is necessary to facilitate the march
towards successive better and happier environment till climax or happiest stage
is achieved.

6. Forest based life style :

It should be adopted as soon and as speedily as possible. This will be an
important step to bring mankind close to nature in a very short span of time. This
will steer clear the suffering humanity from vagaries of nature, the droughts,
famines, hunger, water-logging, floods, epidemics and soul bangs of population
explosion and spiralling consumerism. The institution of individual property
which is responsible for majority of social evils of corruption, conflicts, wars
etc. will also be abolished. It will replace individualism by social or community
mutualism and harmonious interactions between all constituents of environment.

The mature forest eco-system, its climax stage is symbiotic. All
constituents plants, animals, microorganisms, air, water and all are in perfect
harmony. The environment both physical and social among species and also
species to species is symbiotic. Each constituent develop, flourish and manifest
its full potential. There are no harmful mutations and distorted behavioural
patterns. Any individual and group is conditioned according to its environment.
There are instances of human children brought up among animals, developing
and behaving as particular animals by whom they have been brought up and it
takes lot of effort to trains them as humans. Environment plays a key role in
moulding individuals and groups. All vices and good deeds, good and bad
emotions are also environment generated. Forest based life style will provide
most congenial environment for one and all.
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7. Dhyan :

It will be wrong to use the term ‘meditation’ as synonym for ‘Dhyan’
because meditation is restricted to very limited sphere of Dhyan. Meditation
generally denote Dhyan for a very short period of a few minutes to a few hours
and that too in a highly codified and ritualised way, loaded with implicit
superstitions, imagination, hallucinations, and illusions. It is more an articulated
and artificial technique. Dhyan is natural and essential for all interactions and
interrelations. Dhyan is for every moment, every act, all the time. It is
synchronisation of mind and body and concentration on the activity in hand.
Everyone of us is familiar with the word ‘Dhyan’ since our childhood, parents,
teachers, elders instructing us to do things carefully and skillfully ‘Dhyan-Se-
Karna’, so that no harm is done to one self or to anyone also. Such a Dhyan is an
important ingredient of Ideal Yoga. Acharya Mahapragya has emphatically stated
that meditation and yoga do not constitute spiritual practice as such and one has
to remain spiritually alert in whatever does through out the day (The Times of
India 07-12-2007). It is easier fruitful and more effective to concentrate mind
and stop it from wavering thoughts by practising synchronization of mind and
body every moment, every act than practising concentration only for a limited
period of a few minutes to few hours. Such a limited practice of concentration
does not generally percolate during subsequent activities of mind, speech and
body.

If these ingredients are imbibed and followed then mankind will start
marching forward towards peace, tranquility and happiness and by upholding and
maintaining the fundamental principle of mutualism will certainly be able to
stabilise and sustain the happiest (Sukhma-Sukhma) stage in prepetiuty as is the
case is some areas mentioned in Tilloy Pannati by Yati Vrishabhacharya.
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CONCLUSION

Yoga is union not separation, universal not individual, aggregate not
segregate, association not dissociation, interdependence not isolation, equality
not vanity, benevalnce not selfishness, phenomenon not neumenon, human not
superhuman, symbiosis not predation or exploitation. All schools of yoga,
eminent yoga teachers, canonical yoga scriptures agree on the very meaning of
the word yoga ‘;qft’k;ksxsa’ and its objective ‘losZHkoUrq lqf[ku%’ but do not endorse
the dictum “We all shall swim or sink together”. All systems of yoga,
articulations and practices are individual centred. There is emphasis on oneself.
One should rise and attain salvation, happiness, tranquility, peace of mind,
freedom from vices, sorrows and miseries and one should be healthy and fit. This
is isolating an individual from the composite whole. This is against the very
fundamentals of yoga. The argument is that if individuals rise the whole would
rise. This is not possible because concentration is on individuals and this number
is limited. They may rise temperorily but will be pulled down eventually by the
pull of masses left urattended, untouched and unaffected. Nothing function or
can functions in isolation. This is also an established scientific principle now. A
simple example is that if air, water and soil are polluted no yoga practice will be
of any help for any individual and may even harm as breathing exercises would
be in polluted air. No one can remain healthy if drinking water is polluted and
food eaten is from polluted soil and is containing residual chemical fertilisers
and pesticides. Overall environment both physical (natural) and social should be
amicable and congenial for good and welfare of any individual. There cannot be
peace if there are even a few terrorists. History is witness that even mighty
emperors, kings and rulers were pulled down by the pull of poor and suffering
masses. It is an erroneous concept that an individual self (his soul) is competent
to steer clear of adverse physical and social environment and will be able to rise
above. The Ideal Yoga is universal for benefit of one and all, that all should rise
together.

There are systems and subsystems from smallest at atomic and subatomic
levels to higher planetary, galaxial and cosmic levels interacting in symbiotic
yogic phenomenon. For example a human being is a complete and perfect system
for all its organs heart, lungs, lever, brain etc. all working in sync and harmony
for the whole. Every organ is made of cells where cells are parts or subsystems
and the organs is a complete system for its part but organ itself is a subsystem or
part in the whole body system. Each cell is made up of its various parts or
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organelles mitochondria etc. which are parts in a complete system of cell. Each
part of cell is made up of molecules of atoms and atoms a of subatonic parts.
Atom is a part or subsystem in molecule but a system for its parts. An individual
human being is complete system for its parts but a part in family and family
being system for its members is also a part in a group or society, so a society in a
nation and nation in composite international system on the planet earth which is
also a part in solar system and this too a part in a glaxy and galaxies in cosmic
whole. There are infinite systems and subsystems in all life forms, water forms,
air forms, and vegetation kingdom. All these are interdependent, interrelated and
interacting in ideal yoga symbiosis. Yoga is universal from subatomic to cosmic
levels. The essence is symbiosis or mutualism. In human body there are trillions
of cells and each cell functions in symbiotic conformity with all other cells for
mutual benefit and any aberration in a single cell may cause cancer and destroy
the whole. Similarly any smallest part in any system may dislodge and distory
the entire system. Every single part is important for the whole and so the whole
for every single unit. One for all and all for one is an overwhelming principle.

The eight steps in prevailing yoga practices prescribed by Patanjali are
accepted and followed by all other schools of yoga with some modifications.
These steps Yama, Niyama, Asana, Pranayama, Pratyahara, Dharna, Dhyan and
Samndha will certainly be conducive to attain the objectives and goal of Ideal
Yoga if interpreted and practised rationally and correctly without aberrations,
transgressions and distortions in weird, occult, superstitious, imaginary pursuits.
Yama enjoins on practitioners an ideal code of conduct to abide by nonviolence,
truth, non-stealing or not encroaching on others possessions and rights, non-
acquisition or possession beyond limits and celibacy.

The second step “Niyama” which implies cleanliness and purity of one’s
mind and body and also of the ambient environment is also helpful and essential
in realising Ideal Yoga. The third stap proper Asana (Posture) is relevant for
maintenance and health of body not only during meditation for a limited period
but during all activities viz. sitting, walking, reading, writing, driving, cooking
or doing any work and even while sleeping. The fourth step “Pranayam” is
breathing which is natural and not any forced exercise. But it has been distorted
to articulated weird forced practices. Breathing will be automatically normal if
air is not polluted and the person is balanced with equanimity and adhers to
Yama, Niyama and Asnas rationally. The fifth step “Pratyahar” is to ward off
indiscriminate indulgence in sensual pursuits of five senses of touch, taste, smell,
sight and hearing. It is hedronistic indulgence in these that is responsible for
spiralling consumerism resulting in growing pollution. “Pratyahar” should imply
utilization of all natural resources within their carrying capacities. The sixth,
seventh and eight steps of Dharna, Dhyan and Samadhi pertain to more and more
concentration of mind. This should be at every moment in every activity and not
confined to few minutes or hours of meditation. It is also important that all these
eight steps are to be followed simultaneously and not sequentially i.e. one after
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the other as generally interpreted e.g. while doing any work proper posture and
cancentration is necessary and simultneously ‘Yama’ Niyama, Pranayam (proper
breathing) and ‘Pratyahara’ (control over senses) cannot be relegated or
abondoned. All the eight steps are simultaneous, continuous and essential every
moment, every activity.

B.K.S. Iyenger, disciple of T. Krishnamacharya in his book “Pranayam
Deepika” with introduction by Yehudi Menuhim, has compared the eight steps
Yama, Niyama, Asana, Pranayama, Pratyahar, Dharna, Dhyana, Samadhi with
the roots, trunk, branches, leaves, bark, sap, flower and fruit of a tree
respectively and the yoga with the tree. All parts of a tree function
simultaneously and not one by one, step after step. Likewise all the eight yoga
steps are simultaneous. It is in the interest of mankind to understand, imbibe and
follow the fundamental principle of ‘Symbiosis (mutualism)’ and inherent
ingradients and steps of Ideal Yoga. Anthropocentvic attitude that only human
beings have exclusive rights of life and pleasure have not worked and will not
work and if not abondoned, the life for all life forms will continue to be more
and more miserable. “We all sail or sink together” is the cardinal principle not
only for human beings but also for all life forms and all natural resources.
Mutualism or interactions of all constituents of nature for mutual benefit must be
understood, accepted and followed by one and all for lasting peace, and
happiness in real perspective of space and time to merge, sustain and progress in
harmony. World is systematic whole and not a motley crowd of independent
elements every single element expressing through a complex web of all
constituents animate and inanimate, in their differentiated unity. Ideal yoga is
this spectacle of unity in which each aspect of reality is in consonance with other
aspects.

“vÙkkpSo vfgalkA”
- Jai Dhavla Part one page

- “All living beings inherently, intrinsically and by nature, are non-violent
i.e. symbiotic (mutually beneficial).
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